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CHAPTER I. 
SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
History 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts is a total arts 
center located in the heart of Charlotte's uptown cultural 
district. spirit Square offers a wide range of performances 
in music, dance, and theatre; four galleries exhibiting 
regional and international artists; and a multitude of 
classes in virtually all arts mediums. The Center also 
houses the rehearsal space for several theatre groups, a 
small restaurant, and office areas for other arts 
organizations. 
Spirit Square is a product of a cultural action plan 
developed by community leaders that recommended Mecklenburg 
County purchase the historical Baptist Church and 
surrounding buildings for use as a center for the arts. In 
1975, the county allocated funds of $350,000 to purchase the 
property. To complete Phase I, leading corporations contri­
buted an additional $350,000. On October 2, 1976, Spirit 
Square opened its doors to provide studios, classrooms and 
office space to local arts groups for a nominal fee. 
Phase I was initiated with the passage of a $2.5 mil­
lion bond referendum by the City of Charlotte to fund the 
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renovation of the sanctuary, which is listed in the National 
Register of Historic sites. The renovation allowed for the 
conversion of the sanctuary into a 780 seat theatre, known 
as Performance Place; the creation of a central lobby, 
called People Place (which houses the Box Office); and 
Rehearsal Place. By 1978, inflation had badly eroded much 
of the capital budget for this phase which prompted leading 
individuals in the community to assist in raising $1 million 
from corporations and private donations. In 1979, Perfor­
mance Place opened changing Spirit Square's primary role as 
a landlord for amateur groups to a professional level pre­
senting organization. Noted for its diversity of quality 
programming, Performance Place offers jazz, classical, folk, 
pop and country music, dance and theatre during a nine month 
performance season. Entertainment Place, a smaller theatre 
seating 150, offered experimental theatre. 
As growth continued, supporters pressed to raise over 
$1.1 million to build the Knight Gallery in Phase III giving 
the visual arts program a great boost. Knight Gallery, 
which opened in 1983, houses changing exhibitions of work by 
visual artists with regional, national and international 
acclaim. Three additional galleries complete the visual 
arts exhibition space focusing on work by artists living in 
the region. 
In Spring 1988, Spirit Square moved its programming to 
satellite locations, closing its doors for a fourth and 
final phase of physical plant renovation. When construction 
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is completed in 1989, the aging Sunday School buildings will 
be renovated to offer improved and expanded space for the 
visual and performing arts education programs which have 
been developing almost since Spirit Square's inception. 
Classes and workshops are taught by professional artists 
year round offering sUbjects in dance, clay, fibers, photo­
graphy, and printmaking. 
As Spirit Square completes this final renovation 
phase, it will offer a physical space that is unique in this 
country for its flexibility and adaptability. At its 
inception, Spirit Square sheltered various organizations, 
many of which have outgrown the space and moved to other 
locations. Previously, the Performing Arts and Visual Arts 
departments have relied almost completely on importing 
products. Now with the completion of the physical complex, 
spirit Square plans to become involved in its own artistic 
productions as well. Through this step, the Center will 
explore connections between its performing arts and visual 
arts activities. 
Mission/Purpose 
As adopted by the board of directors on January 25, 
1978, and revised on May 10, 1987, the statement of Purpose 
and Policies for spirit Square Center for the Arts indicates 
the Center's aims are: 
A. To provide cultural and educational programs in 
the arts for all people in the Charlotte/Mecklen­
burg community 
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B.	 To promote creativity and ideas 
C.	 To encourage community participation and commit­
ment to these purposes 
D.	 To provide performing spaces, studios, offices, 
classrooms and other facilities for organized arts 
groups and individual artists. 
Throughout its history, Spirit Square has addressed 
these principles as a mUlti-disciplinary facility. Now, 
with the pending completion of renovation, the Center is 
focusing on a more interdisciplinary mission by uniting the 
visual and performing arts programs especially through its 
education component while maintaining separate activities in 
each discipline. 
Performing Arts Program 
The performing arts department presents a wide range 
of performing art activities including theatre, classical 
music, ballet, modern dance, sacred music, jazz, folk, and 
children's performances. 
Originally concentrating on popular music and jazz 
offered through single tickets, the department has shifted 
emphasis to the fine arts series, each series aimed at 
capturing a specific constituency. 
with the reopening of the Center in 1990, the 
performing arts department plans to become more active in 
producing and commissioning its own works versus strictly 
presenting touring companies. 
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Visual Arts Department 
The visual arts department presents the finest work in 
contemporary art, with an emphasis in interpretation and 
education in order to create an informed pUblic. Upon com­
pletion of the renovation, four galleries will reopen hous­
ing shows featuring artists of regional and national 
acclaim. Meanwhile, the department has focused on the "Gal­
lery without Walls" program which commissioned artists to 
create temporary site-specific works in windows and lobbies 
throughout the uptown area. Due to its success and the need 
to educate the Charlotte pUblic about pUblic art, this 
program will be expanding into more populated areas such as 
the airport and shopping malls in the coming season. 
Education Department 
The education department functions to bridge the gap 
between the visual and performing arts programs. It is set 
up to educate the pUblic about the exhibitions and programs 
that the Center presents. Its many activities include lec­
tures, symposiums, workshops, classes for adults and child­
ren, "Art Around" - a summer multi-arts camp for K-6, 
"getting smART" - a field trip program involving more than 
6000 fifth graders in activities at Spirit Square, and 
"Moll" - an outreach program about Shakespeare currently 
touring local high schools. The education department also 
assist in the pUblication of educational literature designed 
to stimulate the viewer's knowledge of the art he/she 
experiences at the Center. 
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Management structure 
Board of Directors 
The board of directors is composed of 26 members: 
twelve members appointed by Spirit Square; 
six by the Board of county Commissioners; 
four by members of the City council; 
two by the mayor of Charlotte; 
the president of the Spirit Square Auxiliary; 
the president of the Free Spirits. 
They are legally and fiscally responsible for the artistic 
purposes and goals of Spirit Square Center for the Arts. 
Board Officers/Committee Chairman 
I. President 
Chairman, Executive Committee 
Oversees the general activities of the board of 
directors 
II. Vice-President - Annual Fund Drive 
Chairman, Annual Fund Drive Committee 
Responsible for planning, coordinating, and conducting 
the Annual Fund Dive in cooperation with the Center's 
Development Department 
III. Vice-President - Corporate Sponsors 
Chairman, Corporate Sponsors Campaign committee 
Responsible for planning, coordinating and conducting 
the Corporate Sponsors Campaign in cooperation with the 
Center's Development Department 
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IV.	 Vice-President Board Development 
Chairman, Nominating Committee 
Coordinate the assembling of a list of board candidates 
V.	 Vice-President - Long Range Planning 
Chairman, Long Range Planning Committee 
Coordinates the Center's goals and objectives, and 
insures planning keeps with the spirit of Spirit 
Square's mission 
VI.	 Vice-President - Physical Plant 
Chairman, Building Committee 
Ensures proper operations of Center's facilities 
VII.	 Treasurer 
Chairman, Finance Committee 
Oversees all the funds of the Center, evaluates budget 
proposals submitted by the executive director 
VIII.Secretary 
Chairman, Education Committee 
Keeps minutes of all meetings, develops ongoing 
education and orientation programs for the Board 
The board officers make up the executive committee and are 
responsible for overseeing the day to day activities of the 
Center when the board is not in session. 
Executive Director 
The executive director is responsible for all artistic 
and administrative functions. He serves at the pleasure of 
the board and reports to and is accountable to the executive 
committee. 
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staff 
I.	 Deputy Director for Arts and Education 
Responsible for the activities of the performing arts 
and visual arts departments and the coordination of 
interdisciplinary activities 
A.	 Performing Arts Director 
B.	 Visual Arts Director 
C.	 Education Coordinator 
II.	 Deputy Director for Administration 
Responsible for administrative and support functions of 
Spirit Square 
A.	 Finance Director 
B.	 Marketing and Public Relations Director 
C.	 Development Director 
D.	 Telemarketing Manager 
III.	 Deputy Director for special projects and Property 
Manager 
Responsible for the operation and security for the 
physical plant 
This pyramid organizational structure was instituted in 
1988. Prior to the reorganization, the structure was more 
horizontal and all directors reported directly to the 
executive director. It is the intent of this structure to 
group similar programs together so as to make the 
interdisciplinary concept more accessible. 
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Management Style 
Management style at the Center has taken a sharp change 
with the arrival of the current executive director. A very 
authoritarian manager, he rarely seeks the advice or 
opinions of his staff and is often criticized by staff, 
board, and the community. This came to the general atten­
tion of the pUblic in a recent article in the Charlotte 
Observer (See Appendix I). 
Most staff interactions are conducted through the 
appropriate deputy director. Communication amoung depart­
ments is often poor. This is due, in part, to the discon­
tinuance of weekly or monthly staff meeting which have been 
replaced with a monthly "social hour." As a result, staff 
often resort to the "grapevine" to provide information mean­
while developing a bad attitude about their work situation. 
Statement of Personnel Policies 
Spirit Square maintains a fairly comprehensive state­
ment of personnel policies as formulated by the personnel 
committee and theoretically reviewed annually. It identi­
fies compensation at three levels: permanent, part-time, 
and temporary as well as pay periods, overtime, job expens­
es, working hours, holidays, annual vacations, sick leave, 
leave of absence, outside employment, security provisions, 
social security, North Carolina unemployment act, medical 
insurance, resignations, dismissals, and grievance 
procedures. 
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Personnel Evaluations 
Spirit Square keeps job descriptions for all 
positions related to the corporation. They are used as 
references during hiring procedures and evaluations. 
An initial evaluation is conducted by the executive 
director or designee after 90 days of employment. In addi­
tion, an annual performance review is conducted with each 
employee and filed in the employee's personnel record. 
Generally, the appraisals take place in June prior to the 
next fiscal year in order to determine merit raises. The 
supervisor completes performance evaluations using a tradi­
tional Graphic Rating Scale on each of his subordinates. In 
turn, each staff member is asked to complete a performance 
summary. Finally, the supervisor and employee meet for an 
interview following which the supervisor joins the executive 
director to discuss recommended pay increases. Depending on 
the supervisor's emphasis, the evaluation interview may also 
include discussions of future goals for the employee rele­
vant to current job performance. 
Salary Compensation 
Salary compensation is based on a study conducted in 
1986 by Ernst & Whitney as commissioned by Spirit Square. 
Taking into account current job descriptions, the study 
groups jobs with comparable duties, responsibilities, quali­
fications and salaries to establish eight grades. Marketing 
research was conducted to determine an average salary and 
range for each grade cUlminating in salary minimums, 
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midpoints, and maximums. Based on these findings, the 
ranges have been upgraded 5 percent each year and are 
referred to during yearly evaluation and employment 
decisions. 
Financial Highlights 
Spirit Square's finances are maintained in the stand­
ard fund accounting method based on a fiscal year beginning 
JUly 1, ending June 30. The Center's operating budget is 
made up of two components: earned income and contributed 
income. Earned income makes up about 45 percent of total 
revenue. Its principal sources include ticket sales, 
rentals, tuition and fees, parking fees, and interest. The 
balance of Spirit Square revenues, about 55 percent, comes 
from contributed income. The largest contributor is Meck­
lenburg County, providing about 30% of the total operating 
funds. Grants funding is sought annually from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the North Carolina Arts Council, the 
Arts and Science Council (Charlotte), and a variety of other 
foundations. The remainder of contributed funds are raised 
through the Annual Fund Drive, a newly instituted corporate 
program, and special events. 
Below is a table revealing actual ratios of support 
and revenue items to total expenses for the fiscal years 
1986, 1987, 1988. Totals·are not yet available for 1989. 
Accompanying notes explain the more dramatic changes in 
ratios. 
---------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 1 
RATIO OF SUPPORT & REVENUE ITEMS TO TOTAL EXPENSES 
1988 1987 I 1986I 
Ticket Sales 
Tuitions and Fees 
Rentals 
Other income 
Advertising 
Arts & Science 
County Grant 
Grants (general) 
Annual Fund Drive 
Corporate Sponsors 
Special Events 
16.9 
1.6 
5.3 
6.0 
4.0 
11.4 
35.6 
3.8 
5.3 
4.8 
.8 
15.3 
3.8 
17.0 
6.5 
3.4 
11.1 
30.1 
3.5 
8.2 
2.3 
16.1 (a) 
3.3 (b) 
16.8 (c) 
5.2 
3.8 
10.6 
27.1 
5.5 (d) 
12.2 (e) 
( f) 
1.6 (g) 
(a) 1987 was the first year that sUbscription sales were 
held versus previous single tickets sales. 
(b) A majority of classes were temporarily discontinued 
with the closing of the facility for renovation. 
(c) Rental organizations had to find temporary quarters 
with the closing of the facility for renovation. 
(d) Fewer grants were awarded to Knight gallery 
exhibitions with the departure of the visual arts director 
(not yet replaced). 
(f) 1988 was the first year a corporate fund drive was 
incorporated into the fundraising strategies. 
(g) The major special events are conducted by the two 
volunteer auxiliaries and vary from year to year with 
their success depending on their leadership. 
Daily financial operations are conducted by the direc­
tor of finance. It is his/her responsibility to provide 
weekly and monthly reports for each department and monthly 
statements for the finance committee, which conducts reviews 
and makes recommendations concerning the overall operational 
bUdget. An annual audit is conducted by a pUblic accounting 
firm each June. (A copy of the Center's Annual Report is 
located in Appendix I.) 
CHAPTER II. 
INTERNSHIP 
The intern served as acting assistant director of 
development during a 13 week residency at Spirit Square 
Center for the Arts. In this position, she performed such 
duties as necessary to assist the director of development in 
the successful implementation of the comprehensive develop­
ment program. 
Responsibilities 
Principal responsibilities included: 
1- Assisting the director of development formulate 
goals and objectives for the development department as well 
as annual income and expense projections 
2- Working with appropriate program directors in the 
design, planning, application, sUbmission, and evaluation of 
all funding programs; insuring that all required materials 
were submitted in a timely manner 
3- Representing Spirit Square at all board meetings 
of the volunteer organizations; assisting volunteer organi­
zations on special projects as required 
4- Assisting in the timely acknowledgment of all 
contributions. 
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Tasks 
The intern's primary assignment was grants writing. In 
the initial weeks of the internship, she researched a var­
iety of potential funding sources to determine deadlines, 
current guidelines, and general requirements. She then held 
a meeting with all of the arts and education departments and 
the development department to showcase funds available and 
to get an idea of what projects needed funding. Following 
the meeting, the intern developed a grants deadline calendar 
that highlighted important dates. Emphasis was placed on 
the department deadline 10 days prior to the actual grant 
deadline. On this date, the proper department was 
responsible for sUbmitting the requested materials 
(specifically, a brief narrative of the project and an 
itemized budget of expense and income) to the development 
department. The initial reaction to the calendar was very 
positive, it was quickly overlooked by the relevant parties. 
The intern then tried the direct memo approach listing 
upcoming grants, development deadlines, and mail deadlines 
as well as additional notes as needed. It seemed to get a 
greater response and many memos got pinned up on bulletin 
boards. 
After members of the arts and education staff had men­
tioned interest in various projects and grants, the intern 
spent time gathering the necessary information from various 
departments, completing budgets, and contacting the proper 
granting agency. She supervised the submission of 22 grants 
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during her residency, writing the majority of the narratives 
and budgets. It was her practice to submit a completed 
draft of the grant including required narratives and budgets 
to the proper director for proofing and suggestions. On 
return, the intern made corrections and submitted a final 
version to the executive director for approval and 
signature. At this stage, some grants were returned for 
additional changes, others were signed ready for immediate 
submittal. 
The bulk of grants prepared went to various departments 
and programs at the North Carolina Arts Council, i.e. music, 
theatre, visual arts, community development, national 
touring and North Carolina touring. Grants were also 
submitted to the National Endowment for the Arts' Arts in 
Education and Theatre programs, the Foundation of the 
Carolinas, and the Southern Arts Federation. (Samples of 
submitted grants and other documents produced by the intern 
may be viewed in Appendix II.) 
The intern designed and implemented the usage of a 
simple in-kind donor contract after discovering that there 
was no standard tracking devise for in-kind donations and 
suggesting the need for such at a development staff meeting. 
It was instituted in all departments as well as the two 
volunteer organizations affiliated with Spirit Square. (A 
copy is included in Appendix II.) 
The intern was actively involved in the analysis of the 
annual fund drive and corporate fund drive for the past year 
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and made suggestions for the coming year. The initial 
meetings with development staff emphasized the highlights of 
the past years drives: problems and praises of each program 
were described. The intern reviewed various income and 
expenses for each program, various membership ratios, and 
benefits received by the members. In additional meetings 
with development staff, discussions were held about current 
benefits and recommended changes. After outlining the 
proposal, a meeting was held with arts and education, 
marketing and public relations, and development. The 
current benefits and next years proposal were reviewed in 
order to determine if the affected department would be in 
agreement to the benefits promised and which departments 
would be responsible for the various actual costs. After 
minor changes and general agreement, the benefits were 
outlined for submittal to the executive director. 
The intern also dealt with daily operational tasks 
working in close cooperation with development staff. She 
assisted in mailing benefits and acknowledgments for 
donations in a timely manner, attended board meetings of 
volunteer groups, assisted in various volunteer group 
special events such as the Free Spirit's monthly membership 
meetings and the Auxiliaries' "Unveiling" cocktail party, 
and assisted in membership events. She also answered 
general membership questions, submitted grant application 
intent to apply forms, attended weekly arts and education 
staff meetings, and met periodically with the deputy 
17 
director of administration to advise on status of programs 
in development. 
----------------------------------------------------------
CHAPTER III. 
THE ANNUAL FUND DRIVE AND CORPORATE CAMPAIGN 
The Annual Fund Drive was initiated in 1981 when 700 
people joined Spirit Square Center for the Arts. In the 
following years, membership has fluctuated with changes in 
programming, benefits, and the Center's "vision." Following 
is a look at the Annual Fund Drive, the accompanying 
Corporate Campaign, and an analysis of the current 1988-1989 
program. 
Annual Fund Drive Program 
As of March 15, 1989, the membership level had reached 
1627. Growth in membership since 1983 is reflected in the 
following table: 
TABLE 2 
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH 
CATEGORY 
Donor 
contributor 
Patron 
Sponsor 
Associate 
Benefactor 
Silver Circle 
Golden Circle 
TOTAL 
% increase 
AMOUNT I 83-84
 
$ 30 
$ 75 
$ 150 
$ 250 
$ 500 
$1000 
$2500 
$5000 
717 
nja 
132 
39 
20 
15 
2 
2 
927 
32% 
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84-85 
848 
nja 
185 
46 
25 
23 
3 
1 
1131 
22% 
85-86 
901 
144 
148 
48 
22 
16 
2 
2 
1283 
13% 
------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
CATEGORY 
Donor 
contributor 
Patron 
Sponsor 
Associate 
Benefactor 
Silver Circle 
Golden Circle 
AMOUNT I 86-87
 
$ 30 
$ 75 
$ 150 
$ 250 
$ 500 
$1000 
$2500 
$5000 
1006 
145 
149 
47 
22 
12 
4 
1 
87-88 
882 
187 
141 
53 
21 
8 
2 
1 
88-89 
1120 
229 
187 
58 
20 
13 
TOTAL 1386 1295 1627 
% increase 8% -7% 26% 
The Annual Fund Drive seeks major gift prospects and 
general campaign donors. Lower level members are sought by 
the development department; the board's annual fund drive 
committee solicits individual prospects. 
Lower Level Campaign 
General fund donors contribute between $20 and $500. 
They are sought through direct mail and telemarketing 
campaigns. In 88-89, 23,000 names were used to generate 
1594 donors, who gave a total of $93,325 towards a goal of 
$100,000, or 93% of the lower level campaign goal. It was 
established that direct mail should obtain 50% of this goal 
and telemarketing the remaining 50%. The actual percentage 
attributed to each drive is difficult to determine since the 
lists were shared and no coding system was maintained. 
Two lists were used, the in-house list and a purchased 
list. The in-house list consisted of 13,000 names that 
represented current donors, lapsed donors, SUbscription 
holders, individual ticket buyers, Center students and 
persons inquiring about Spirit Square in general. The 
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purchased list of 10,000 names cost $845 and had a low 
return. The intern is not sure what demographics were 
observed in choosing the list. 
It is generally accepted that direct mail should have a 
1 - 2% return from a good list. Coupled with a 
telemarketing campaign that does follow-up, the return 
should increase to 15%.1 Based on these facts, it would be 
expected that using a strictly direct mail campaign would 
have resulted in only 230-460 members (this is disregarding 
renewal members, which should join at a higher return rate). 
When combining the direct mail campaign with telemarketing, 
a 23,000 name list should have a return of 3450 members, a 
dramatic increase. This is 1856 members short of the 1988­
1989 campaign membership. Actual return from the lists was 
about 7% with an average donation of $58.50. Assuming that 
the lists had produced expected results at the average 
donation rate, the joint direct mail/telemarketing campaign 
would have yielded $201,825, a 116% increase over actual 
income. 
The loss can be attributed in part to a bad purchase 
list. SUbtracting out those 10,000 names, the expected 
return would contribute 1950 members, which at an average 
gift level of $58.50 would gross $114,075. The additional 
gap in expected income based on the given statistics can be 
1Richard Koonce, "Telemarketing/Direct Mail: A Powerful 
Synergy," Fundraising Management (September 1988), p. 37. 
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attributed to mUltiple change-overs in telemarketing 
management during the Fall 1988 and a major communication 
gap when telemarketers failed to contact prospects in a 
timely manner in relation to the direct mail piece. 
The development department oversaw the direct mail 
aspects of the Annual Fund Drive. The campaign began with a 
first mailer that contained a two page letter, a four color 
pamphlet, a response card, return envelope, and outer 
envelope. A reminder letter followed, again including a 
response card and return envelope. Following, a postcard 
with no response mechanism was sent announcing that a friend 
of Spirit Square Center for the Arts would be calling within 
a week. At that time, lists were turned over to the 
telemarketing department. 
There was no lists segmentation other than renewals for 
the campaign. A renewal letter indicating the amount 
donated by current members and a suggestion for upgrading 
was to be sent to members prior to the generic mailer sent 
to all prospects. Unfortunately, it was sent after this 
first mailing. Renewals were not segmented out of the in­
house list used in the mailing. It is uncertain what if any 
affect this had on the renewal campaign. 
Neither letter employed a P.S. as recommended by many 
consulting firms. Several studies have shown that the P.S. 
gets read and often first. 2 When analyzing the content of 
2Becky Smith, "How To Raise the Money You Need," Lake 
Charles, LA, 1984, p. 9.50. (Typewritten.) 
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the letters, there are a variety of recommended inclusions. 
Among the most important contents of a letter are the 
organization's history of good work, the fundraising goals 
for the year, the benefits, and the request. In addition, 
it is recommended that a renewal letter offer an extended 
3thank you. Spirit Square's renewal letter includes the 
thank you, the benefits, and the request, however, it does 
not explain the accomplishments of the past year, the plans 
for the upcoming year, and the actual fundraising goal. The 
new prospect's letter follows the prescribed format more 
closely and is generally a more enthusiastic letter. For a 
little more punch, the last paragraph may have worked better 
reworked as a P.S. (Copies of both letters may be reviewed 
in Appendix III.) 
Actual cost per member is not available. The intern 
was unable to obtain complete current information on actual 
expenses especially in relation to the telemarketing depart­
ment. Based on various sources, the estimated cost of the 
lower level annual fund drive is as follows: 
3Dr . Jeffrey Lant, Development Today: A Fund Raising 
Guide for Nonprofit Organization (Cambridge: JLA 
Publications, 1986), p. 240. 
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AFD Part Time Staff $1300 
Direct Mail Postage $1500 
Mail House $1000 
Printing $9500 
Telemarketers $16000 
* Phone $800 
Telemarketing Postage/Copying $1300 
Telemarketing Advertising $400 
List Purchase $845 
Total AFD Expenses $32645 
* Based on 10 telemarketers x $5/Hour x 20 hour/week x 16 
weeks = $16,000. Telemarketers did receive commissions on a 
percentage basis that is not accounted for in these totals. 
Based on these findings, it can be determined that the 
average cost for obtaining a member is $20.50 (Total AFD 
Expense/Number of members = $32,645/1594). In addition, it 
should be noted that an average of $2.85 were generated for 
every dollar spent (Dollars Received Total Expenses = 
$93,325/$32,645) . 
Separate cost per renewal cannot be determined with the 
available data due to the method of sOlicitation. However, 
other statistics concerning renewals can be determined and 
prove to be of positive concern to the Center. In the 1987­
1988 campaign, there were 640 renewals representing 54% of 
the overall lower level membership. In the 1988-1989 
campaign there were 644 renewals out of 1594 members, while 
•	 representing only 40% of the overall lower level membership, 
this represents a 54% retention rate compared to a 48% 
retention rate from the previous year. 
Upper Level Campaign 
The upper level campaign was the responsibility of the 
board committee. However, due to poor leadership, most of 
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the work was done by development, and the staff had to 
constantly prompt the board to take further action. 
Names for sOlicitation were collected by the 
development staff and consisted of people who had donated to 
spirit Square before at these level (86-87 and 87-88 Annual 
Fund Drive contributors), board members from 87-88 and 88­
89, people interested in Spirit Square or a similar 
organization (Arts and Science council Major gifts and 
Symphony Major Gifts) and people of high wealth in the 
Charlotte area according to the Chamber of Commerce listing 
of Highest Paid Executives. For each name selected, a 
profile provided name, phone, address, giving history and 
assessment of potential gift. Suggested methods of contact 
included personal contact, telephone solicitations and 
personalized mail. Each board member on the committee was 
assigned several names and asked to contact them. In 
January, when some individuals still had not been solicited 
a quickly organized phonathon was conducted by board members 
in order to try to achieve the upper level goal of $50,000. 
only about $23,000 has been raised from individuals at the 
upper level between $500 and $5000, 46% of the goal. 
Annual Fund Drive Benefits 
Benefits for lower level members are focused on 
financial rewards as recommended in the Membership 
Development Handbook. 4 The $30 donor receives a lot for his 
4Ch ip Weigand, Membership Development Handbook: How to 
Build A Powerful Program (Washington: The Taft Group, 1986), 
p. 10. 
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money: discounts on classes, discounts at frameshops, a 
subscription to the full color Spirit Square Magazine, 
priority purchase privileges to Center sponsored events, and 
a decal. The general membership should offer a sampling of 
all the aspects of the organization to completely involve 
the active member. Discounts on classes and purchase 
privileges to Spirit Square performances address two areas, 
but there is nothing specifically addressing the visual arts 
component at the Center. The discount to frame shops and 
galleries seems a bit unrelated and did not prove beneficial 
to the many shop owners that participated. The Spirit 
Square decal consists of the Center's logo, a very mundane 
business design in maroon, failing to collect much 
enthusiasm or interest. The magazine highlights all the 
arts at the Center as well as events throughout the 
Carolinas and is intended to be an educational device. 
The $75 contributor does not receive much more for his 
money. There is nothing to prompt an increase in the 
donation from the $30 level. The only additional benefits 
include invitations to special classes and workshops as well 
as four concession coupons. Although actual workshops and 
classes were offered in order to fulfill the benefits 
promised, the attendance to both was small. They seem too 
selective for a broader based membership not interested in 
the educational component of the Center for themselves. 
The $150 patron receives benefits address both the 
lower level donors' financial requirements and the upper 
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level donors' recognition requirements. This level offers 
two free tickets to attend one performance of the patron's 
choice and his/her name listed in the quarterly magazine. 
As we review the upper level donor benefits the 
emphasis switches to the recognition status. 5 At the $250 
level, the Sponsor receives an invitation to the Center's 
Annual Opening Night Gala that kicks off the performance 
season in October, traditionally a well attended event. In 
addition, these members also receive a 10% discount on their 
tickets. 
The Associate at the $500 level gets recognized in the 
Spirit Square lobby and receives invitations to receptions 
honoring the various performing and visual artists. The 
$1000 level Benefactor is invited to be part of the Center 
Club, a currently defunct organization due to lack of facil­
ities (because of Renovation.) The Center Club offers a 
private "Green" room for special members to use before a 
performance and during intermission for intimate gatherings 
and cocktails. It is scheduled to be reinstated with the 
reopening of the renovated space. The Benefactor also 
receives invitations to the President's reception and world 
premiere parties and a year's sUbscription to Horizon 
magazine plus free parking privileges. 
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The Silver circle, donations of $2500, provides four 
tickets to five performances of the members choice (on a 
seat available basis). They are also invited to dine with 
the executive director. 
The development department has been careful to honor 
all benefits as described for the current year 88-89 
although some functions were better attended and received 
than others. Invitations were sent out to the proper 
parties for each function whether gallery opening, 
reception, or workshop. Membership events were also 
pUblished in the spirit Square Magazine either as 
announcements of coming events or reports on past events. 
The department was also careful to record and acknow­
ledge all memberships within the week they were received. 
Daily and weekly income reports were prepared by the assis­
tant director. Actual deposits were submitted to the 
finance department by the campaign assistant to maintain a 
system of checks and balances. In addition, the campaign 
assistant recorded the gifts in the Annual Fund Drive data 
base and saw that the correct membership packages were 
forwarded to the proper persons in a timely fashion. 
Standard membership packages contained a Thank You/ 
Membership Card, a listing of benefits, a volunteer 
information card, and any additional benefit material as 
required for a given level. At the $500 and above levels, a 
personalized thank you note signed by the executive director 
was also enclosed. 
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Corporate Campaign 
In 1987 a corporate program was developed as an 
expansion of the Annual Fund Drive aimed at corporations and 
big businesses that could contribute the larger dollar. The 
first year, the program design was extremely complex 
allowing for a variety of different benefits for preparing a 
package that offered equal value to the corporation. The 
program was too expansive for the Board members trying to 
secure the funds and too complex and time consuming to be 
well received by the business. This past year, 1988-89, the 
program was streamlined to a single Corporate Roundtable at 
a $5000 or greater gift. The goal of the program was 
$70,000 of which $68,000 has been raised. Eleven companies 
sat on this year's Roundtable. Seven other companies 
participated in the corporate program~ The major problem 
arose when companies wanted to donate funds but could not 
give at the $5000 level. No specific program for businesses 
at a lower level was outlined, so the development 
department had to adapt the Annual Fund Drive package and 
reduce the Corporate Roundtable bonuses for each individual 
case. 
Several other problems prevalant in this years program 
included the lack of leadership from the board's cor­
porate committee. The co-chairmen were always "too busy" to 
deal with the various requirements of the program. In 
addition, of the eight members on the committee, only three 
solicited funds. Another difficulty arose when the 
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executive director awarded in-kind donors a seat on the 
Corporate Roundtable before consultation with the corproate 
committee or the development staff. This caused bad 
relations with some of the other in-kind donors that had not 
been included. Case in point, the Charlotte Observer, one 
of the major media sources in the area, was granted 
Corporate Roundtable status. In turn, WBTV, WSOC and 
several other radio stations, were considered media sponsors 
and the responsibility of the marketing and pUblic 
relations department. They had no interaction with the 
Corporate Roundtable program in development. 
The committee was given an opportunity to attend 
several training sessions that included the following: 
identifying prospects, understanding scripts provided for 
presentation, covering sales materials, describing benefits 
and offering pointers on closing a sale. The solicitors 
were then to calIon the prospective sponsors in-person, to 
follow through, offer thank yous, and collect funds. 
Corporate Sponsor Benefits 
The corporate sales package included a definition of 
spirit Square, an offer to "Join the Club," specific 
"corporate Benefits," a description of sponsorship oppor­
tunities and comments from the previous year's sponsors. In 
addition, a copy of the Annual Report and several press 
releases were enclosed in a glossy white folder. 
This years benefits package included: 
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* Corporate Public Relations - corporate name listed 
with appropriate prominence in a variety of Spirit Square 
pieces. 
* Special Receptions for the corporation - this 
benefit was never clearly defined as to whether Spirit 
Square just organized and hosted the event or also absorbed 
the cost. Adjustments were made case by case but this 
needs clarifying in the future. 
* Corporate Credits to be used towards tickets to 
Spirit Square sponsored performances. 
* Collector's gift of an original piece of art work 
executed by one of the Center's resident artists. This 
benefit caused some dissension among the resident artists 
who originally said they would provide the work for free and 
when actually asked to submit the work wanted to be 
reimbursed by the Development department. 
* Corporations could also get a 20% discount on 
resident artists works, and receive 10% discounts on classes, 
workshops, and single tickets for their employees. 
* The chief executive officer received invitations 
to four social events a year honoring performing and visual 
artists and two complimentary tickets to the opening Night 
Gala. 
* A Roundtable dinner with special guest speaker to 
offer fellow sponsors an opportunity to meet each other in a 
social setting. 
* SUbscription to the spirit Square magazine. 
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Arts and Science council 
It is important at this time to note that the Center's 
annual fund drive and corporate campaign must be within the 
guidelines of the Arts and Science council Fund Raising 
Policies as updated October 21, 1987. The Arts and Science 
Council's Annual Fund Drive begins the last week of January 
and continues through the first week of March of each year. 
During this time, the "blackout period," no member or 
auxiliary may carry out, announce, or promote any 
fund raising efforts on its own. The Arts and Science 
Council seeks the support of corporations, businesses, 
foundations, employees, and the public at large. In order 
to maximize its campaign, its membership organizations are 
not allowed to solicit general operating support from 
businesses and corporations in the Mecklenburg area. 
special solicitation of funds from these constituents may 
occur under approval of the Council as indicated in the 
following excerpt from the Arts and Science Council Member­
ship Handbook: 
III.	 All requests by member organizations for support 
from Corporations within Mecklenburg County 
require review by the Arts and Science council. 
A.	 The Membership Committee will review all 
corporate support received by annually funded 
members each year and their plans for the 
succeeding year ... 
B.	 Special Offerings require prior review and 
approval. No member or its auxiliaries may 
solicit corporate support for special 
performances, memberships, sponsorships, 
underwriting, benefits or other programs that 
offer "goodwill" or public relations value as 
part of the benefits provided the sponsor 
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unless such programs have been reviewed 
and approved in gdvance by the Arts and 
Science council. 
In general, it is expected that corporations and busi­
nesses will receive a one to one value for their dollar. 
This is often difficult to determine when setting a dollar 
value on public relations exposure. To overcome this 
problem, value is set at a general range for each giving 
level of the corporate campaign. These questions do not 
arise in the individual membership program. 
6Arts and Science Council, "Arts and Science council 
Member's Handbook," Charlotte, 1988, pp. 63-64. 
(Typewritten.) 
CHAPTER IV. 
PROPOSED 1989-1990 ANNUAL FUND DRIVE 
The following chapter will offer a complete Annual Fund 
Drive program, consisting of a upper level committee 
campaign and a lower level direct mail/telemarketing 
campaign, a corporate campaign inclusive of the Corporate 
Roundtable program and a newly recommended lower level 
Business program. Suggestions by the intern are based on her 
observations of the Center's programs and trends elsewhere. 
Annual Fund Drive 
To begin, it should be noted that to effectively 
increase membership a marketing approach should be employed 
to construct a solid membership marketing plan and proper 
marketing mix. One must define the target audience before 
designing the membership appeal and direct the appeal to 
the audience. The organization must use a determined 
marketing mix to make the offer known and then follow through 
on the offer. It must always determine ways to track 
results so a complete evaluation can assist in upgrading the 
7program. Throughout the process it is important 
7Ch ip Weigand, Membership Development Handbook: How to 
Build a Powerful Program (Washington, D.C.: The Taft Group, 
1987), p. 2. 
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to produce an organizational consensus by involving staff 
participation, thus unifying goals and objectives and 
creating orderly activities. 8 
In an attempt to follow these directives, the following 
information and recommendations are offered. However, all 
the best proposed plans will be less effective unless the 
organization has adequate leadership. It is vital to have 
the support of the chairman, and that he be "prepared to 
assume personal leadership in the cUltivation and 
solicitation of large and important gifts.,,9 In addition, 
the Annual Fund Drive committee must understand and parti­
cipate in the overall solicitation strategy when soliciting 
upper level donors, observing several key points as adapted 
from the brochure "How to Ask" as citied in "Guide to 
Successful Fundraising Workshop": 
1 ­ Be informed about the campaign 
2 ­ Work with the Development Staff 
3 ­ Be familiar with and follow the Campaign calendar 
4 ­ "Know your prospects" 
5 ­ Start with the best prospects, the sure things. 
6 ­ Meet the prospect in person 
7 ­ Respect the prospect 
8 ­ Correlate campaign needs and donor interest 
9 - "Handle Objections positively" 
10 ­ "Bring a pledge card and ask for commitment" 
11 - Follow-up with phone call if there wasn't firm 
commitment or denial 
12 - Attend committee meetings lO 
8Ibid, P. 7. 
9William Grasty and Kenneth Sheinkopf, Successful 
Fundraising, (Charles Scribner Sons, 1982) citied in "The 
Annual Fund," The Grantmanship Center News, 
(September/october 1983), p. 11. 
10Haas , Cove, and Alexander, "Guide to Successful 
Fundraising Workshop," Workshop notes presented at the Duke 
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To clarify point 4 (know your prospects), a report 
should be available for each top prospect, possibly on a 4x6 
index card for easy reference. Once a list of top prospects 
are formulated, the Development department should complete a 
profile on each including name, horne address and telephone, 
business position and address, business telephone, previous 
donation information, donor interest, and suggested level of 
contribution. In turn, the solicitor should complete 
information including when the prospect was approached, the 
actual amount requested, the prospect's response, whether a 
pledge was secured, for how much, reason(s) for prospects 
decline, and any other notes from meeting. 11 (Illustration 1 
offers a suggested format.) 
with these sources at hand, the committee should meet 
to discuss additional information about prospects, review 
the mission of the Center, the "whys" for membership, and 
the benefits. Then each member should select eight to ten 
prospects to personally solicit. If they can not meet each 
prospect in person, they should at the very least telephone 
the prospects and update the development staff on progress 
in a timely fashion. 
Endowment Series, Charlotte, NC, 21-23 October 1986, Exhibit 
"F." (Typewritten.) 
11Dr • Jeffrey Lant, Development Today: A Fund Raising 
Guide for Nonprofit Organizations (Cambridge: JLA 
Publications, 1986), p. 238. 
-----------
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ILLUSTRATION 1
 
SAMPLE UPPER LEVEL DONOR CARD
 
Front of 4x6 index card 
1989-1990 prospect Solicitor: ~~--~-
Name: Suggested contribution 
Spouse: $ 
Horne Address:
--------------------------------------­
Business Title:
-::------------------------------------­Company Name and Address: 
Amount 
Business Phone: _ 
Donations History: Year Cause 
Donor interest:
------------------------------------­
Back of 4x6 index card 
Dates contacted 
Meeting Date 
Location 
Follow-up Dates 
__ 
__ 
Amount requested $ 
Prospect Response 
__ 
__ 
If denied, reasons: 
If Pledge, AMOUNT__~--------------Date-------------_ 
Date Receivable
Additional Meeting Notes: 
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Lists 
The lower level campaign can be more structured and 
efficient, and more predictable in contrast to the upper 
level campaign which relies heavily on the commitment of 
committee members. When planning, don't forget one of the 
most important facets of a membership program - the list. 
When analyzing the in-house list or looking at outside lists 
it is important to consider several points, including size, 
format, segmentation, average donation per name, source of 
names, maintenance of list, average number of mailings, and 
who else has used the list. 12 
In determining the number of names that will be 
required for the Center's 1989-1980 goal of $125,000, tables 
3 - 7 will be of assistance. In assuming a 10 percent 
increase in membership with a predicted income of $125,760, 
approximately 900 members are expected to renew, requiring 
an additional 900 members to reach the membership goal. 
Based on the 89-90 7% return, 12,858 names would be required 
to acquire the needed members. However, if the program 
proved an efficient 15% return, the membership could boast a 
giant increase in membership at a sUbstantially reduced cost 
per member since only 6000 names would be required at a 15% 
return for 900 members. 
12Arts and Science Development Service, How To Find New 
Patron to Support The Arts (East Meadow, NY: Arts and 
Science Development Service, 1984), p. 19 
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Level 
$30 
$75
 
$150
 
$250
 
$500
 
$1000 
Total 
% of Total 
Ave. % 
Level 
$30 
$75 
$150 
$250 
$500 
$1000 
TABLE 3
 
RENEWALS/NEW MEMBERS 1988-1989
 
I Total Members I 
New 
Members I % of Members IRenewalS 
1120 
229 
186 
58 
20 
13 
706 
101 
85 
16 
9 
8 
63% 
44% 
45% 
27% 
45% 
61% 
414 
128 
102 
42 
11 
5 
1627 925 
56% 
47% 
702 
47% 
TABLE 4 
RENEWALS FROM 1987-1988 
Total Members 
1987-1988 
742 
187 
141 
53 
21 
8 
Total I 1152 
Average % 
Renewals in 
1988-1989 
414 
128 
102 
42 
11 
5 
702 
61% 
% 
56% 
68% 
72% 
79% 
52% 
62% 
65% 
I % of 
Members 
37% 
56% 
54% 
72% 
55% 
38% 
47% 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 5 
ESTIMATED 1989-1990 MEMBERSHIP 
Assuming 5% Increase 
Level I Total Members I Renewals as 50% I Renewals as 60% 
of 89-90 Totals of 88-89 Totals 
$30 
$75
 
$150
 
$250
 
$500
 
$1000 
Total 
New Mem. 
Needed 
1176 
240 
195 
61 
21 
14 
1707 
ESTIMATED 
588 
120 
98 
30 
10 
7 
672 
137 
112 
35 
12 
8 
824 976 
883 731 
TABLE 6 
1989-1990 MEMBERSHIP 
Assuming 10% Increase 
Level I Total Members IRenewals as 50% IRenewals as 60% 
$30 
$75
 
$150
 
$250
 
$500
 
$1000 
Total 
New Mem. 
Needed 
1232 
252 
206 
64 
22 
14 
1790 
of 89-90 Totals 
616 
126 
103 
32 
11 
7 
895 
895 
of 88-89 Totals 
672 
137 
112 
35 
12 
8 
976 
814 
------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 7
 
ESTIMATED 1989-1990 MEMBERSHIP
 
Assuming 15% Increase
 
Level I Total Members 
$30 
$75
 
$150
 
$250
 
$500
 
$1000 
Total 
New memo 
Needed 
1288 
263 
215 
67 
23 
15 
1871 
I Renewals as 50% 
of 89-90 Totals 
644 
132 
108 
34 
12 
8 
938 
933 
TABLE 8
 
I Renewals as 60% 
of 88-89 Totals 
672 
137 
112 
35 
12 
8 
976 
895 
EXPECTED INCOME 1989-1990
 
From the Annual Fund Drive
 
Level I 5% Income 
Increase 
$30 
$75 
$150 
$250 
$500 
$1000 
Total 
Ave. 
Gift 
1176 
240 
195 
61 
21 
14 
35,280 
$18,000 
$29,250 
$15,250 
$10,500 
$14,000 
$122,280 
$71. 64 
10% Income 
1 Increase 
1232 36,960 
252 $18,900 
206 $30,900 
64 $16,000 
22 $11,000 
14 $14,000 
$127,760 
$71.37 
In any case, the intern suggests using 
names and has based projected expenses on 
15% Income 
1 Increase 
1288 $38,640 
263 $19,725 
215 $32,250 
67 $16,750 
23 $11,500 
15 $15,000 
$133,860 
$71.54 
a list of 15,000 
this figure 
(Available in Illustration 3). The Center might acquire 
this number from the in-house list less current members as 
well as possibly sharing lists with the Symphony, Mint 
Museum, Discovery Place, the coming Performing Arts Center, 
and the Central Peidmont's Community Theatre. In addition 
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to selecting the lists, it is important to create some 
method for tracking prospects and then follow through with 
the analysis so as to improve list selection in the future. 
It may be a simple code system printed on the address label 
that would be on the returned response card, or a color 
coding system on each response card, recorded in a 
notebook. Either method must be recorded on the database as 
each new member is entered so patterns and trends can be 
reviewed and evaluated. For example, a name may be coded 
188SUB" on a label referring that he was an 88-89 season 
sUbscriber, or the top circle of five in the corner of a 
response card may be colored red representing the same 
thing. On receiving a response card (either method), the 
new member should be tagged accordingly in the database, 
maybe in CODE 1:, as a 88SUB. 
Solicitation 
Once the list is chosen, consideration must be taken as 
to how each prospect should be solicited. Spirit Square has 
typically used a direct mail campaign aided by a telephone 
sOlicitation manned either by volunteers, or more recently, 
a telemarketing department. In view of this, the intern 
suggests a comprehensive direct mail/telemarketing campaign. 
The plan would involve sending a direct mail piece 
containing a letter, brochure, response device, and return 
envelope followed by a call from a solicitor in 5 to 7 
days. By segmenting the list, segments could be sent on a 
planned schedule so each prospect would be contacted 
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promptly rather than mailing bulk to the entire list at the 
same time with the rewult that some prospects are not 
contacted for 6 to 12 weeks. After the initial call, 
follow-up calls should be made as needed for those 
undecided. Once a pledge is made via phone, a follow-up 
letter and pledge card would be sent to the donor for 
completion. 
There are three advantages to sending a direct mail 
piece prior to the telephone solicitation: 
1 - It prepares prospects for your call and gives 
them helpful advance information; 
2 - It reduces the number of people your volunteers 
have to call, because some will give in direct 
response to the mailer; and 
3 - It ensures that you wi~l reach virtually everyone 
on your calling list. 
This is especially true when the P.S. concludes something 
like this, "In the event we are unable to reach you by 
telephone, a remittance envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. "14 
Renewals would be solicited through a direct mail 
campaign sending renewal notices a month prior to the 
beginning of the Annual Fund Drive kick off, two weeks 
later, and during the middle of the campaign. Towards the 
end of the program, non-renewals would be turned over to the 
telemarketing department. 
13 Paul H. Schneiter, The Act of Asking: How to Solicit 
Philanthropic Gifts, (Ambler,PA: Fund Raising Institute, 
1985), p. 60. 
14 Ib id., p. 60. 
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When preparing the message, remember that well-
conceptualized and well-communicated causes have enormous 
power to motivate people to act so keep the message simple 
and, above all, believable. 15 The overall idea is to 
cultivate through an education process II with a consummate 
sense of salesmanship." It is not to offer a series of 
extravagant "bribes" to make the prospect feel obligated. 16 
In creating the copy for the direct mail packages, you want 
to consider the four Ps: "Picture the benefits ... Promise 
reward ... Prove by testimonial ... Push for a close.,,17 It is 
also important to create an effective response device. When 
designing the form, consider what you want the donors to do, 
and what benefit will come to the prospect. The response 
piece is a "mini-appeal.,,18 Illustration 2 provides a 
sample response card. 
15Ibid ., p. 25.
 
16 Ibid., pp. 34-35.
 
17Robert Hemmings, "Creating the Direct Mail Package,"
 
Fundraising Manangement, (January 1986), p. 39. 
18Ibid ., p. 38. 
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ILLUSTRATION 2
 
RESPONSE CARD
 
ZIPCITY~=-__~__STATE 
PHONE (Home) _ 
(Business) ~---~~~-
for $ made payable to 
Yes!I would like to be a member of Spirit Square 
and take advantage of the many membership benefits 
at the level indicated below: 
o Donor - $30 NAME _ 
o contributor - $75 ADDRESS _ 
o Patron - $150 
o Sponsor - $250 
o Associate - $500 
o Benefactor - $1000 
o Enclosed is my check 
Spirit Square. 
D Please charge me membership to 
o Master Card 0 Visa 0 American Express 
Card # Exp. Date _ 
signature Amount$~~_~__ 
o I am eligible for a corporate matching gift from 
D 
Mail to: Spirit Square Center for the Arts, 
110 E. 7th Street, Charlotte, NC 28202 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Telemarketing 
Foremost in the telemarketing campaign is training. 
The telemarketer is a representative of Spirit Square and 
the prospect will develop an opinion on the Center based on 
his/her relationship with the caller. So training should be 
simple, easy to learn, and nearly word-for-word like 
presentation. 19 
19Richard L. Bencin, "Starting an In-House 
Telemarketing Program," Fund Raising Management, (March 
1988), p. 46. 
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When developing the training manual include: 
* Notes to Volunteers 
* contribution letter 
* contribution Script
* Objections/questions and replies
* Queries
* Weekly summary reports
* Prospect sheets 
* Payment procedures20 
The script should be easy to read with simple, direct 
sentences telling a story without being overly long. It 
should reinforce the direct mail letter. During the 
training sessions, telemarketers should practice mock calls, 
thus becoming familiar with the script and comfortable 
answering questions and asking for donations. 
The telemarketer must be careful when closing the 
sale, asking for gift amounts that are too large can hurt 
the response rate affecting overall income. Remember, the 
objective is to maximize membership and income. If the 
prospect has a donor history, whether at the Center or 
another art organization, the telemarketer should mention 
the level of their highest gift and ask that they match 
't 211 • If the prospect has no giving history, the solicitor 
should emphasize the benefits of the $30 membership level to 
get the prospect in the door. 
19 Ibid., p. 46. 
20 Ib id. 
21Gary L. Taylor, "How Telemarketing Helps Membership 
Renewal", Membership Matters! (May 1988). 
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In addition to actual phone solicitations, 
telemarketers should complete a weekly summary report 
including calls completed, number of pledges, dollar value 
of pledges, and calls yet to be completed. Analysis of this 
data helps management estimate when the goal will be 
attained. It is also important that telemarketers send out 
follow-up correspondence to contributors so pledges can be 
verified and processed. 22 
Acknowledgment 
After the pledge, maintenance reverts back to the 
development staff, who must keep an accurate record system 
inclusive of additional names and codes, address changes, 
receiving, recording and acknowledgments. 23 Of the most 
immediate importance is the acknowledgment of receipt. Many 
organizations use printed thank-you forrns ... however, 
personalized letters from the head of the institution are 
recommended especially for ... first-time contributors, 
regardless of size ... contributor(s) increasing his or her 
gift ... and donors of gifts $1000 and up.24 In addition to 
the thank-you letter, a membership card, desription of 
benefits, short questionniare, and reply envelope might also 
be enclosed. (See Appendix 4.) 
22 Ibid ., p. 50.
 
23Grasty and Shinkopf, p. 24.
 
24 Ibid ., p. 25.
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Benefits 
The intern was asked specifically to review membership 
benefits. In response, she requested membership information 
from	 a variety of arts groups. She examined the benefits 
offered at Spirit Square with those of the New York 
Shakespeare Festival, the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, the 
Kentucky Center for the Arts, the North Carolina Museum of 
Art,	 the Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art in 
Winston-Salem, the New Orlean's Contemporary Arts Center, and 
the Staten Island's Snug Harbor Cultural Center. She also 
listened to the opinions of the arts and education, 
marketing and pUblic relations, and development staff, 
before making the following recommendations. The estimated 
cost	 for each benefit is only suggested development expense; 
other costs are assumed budgeted in the relevant programs. 
$30 - DONOR 
*	 Membership card 
*	 10% discount on classes 
*	 10% discount in Center gift shop (minimum purchase of 
$10)
*	 SUbscription to Spirit Sauare Maaazine 
*	 Special notification of exhibition openings and Center 
sponsored performances.
*	 Priority Purchase Privileges
*	 Invitations to Members-Only events 
Cost: 
Preview party 
Invitation 80 
Postage 300 
Mailhouse 100 
Refreshments 
(500	 x $2) 1000 
$1480 
Similar event 
Assume same cost $1480 
Total $2960 
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$75 - CONTRIBUTOR
 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 10% discount on Single tickets to Center sponsored 
performances
*	 Invitations to open rehearsals , special classes and 
workshops
*	 Concession coupons 
$150 - PATRON 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 Two complimentary tickets to a Center sponsored 
performance (seat available basis)
*	 Recognition in Spirit Square Magazine 
$250 - SPONSOR 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 
Invitation to annual President's reception 
Cost: 
Invitations	 75 
Postage	 25 
Decorations	 100 
Refreshments 
$25/person	 x 200) 
$2200 
*	 Recognition in People Place lobby 
$500 - ASSOCIATE 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 Membership in the Center Club including a gold 
membership card (includes private lounge privileges 
with complimentary cocktails) 
Cost: 
$25 per performance x 80 $2000 
*	 Complimentary copy of one exhibition catalogue 
$1000 - BENEFACTOR 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 Two additional tickets to a performance of choice (seat 
available basis)
*	 Complimentary sUbscription to Horizon magazine 
Cost: 
14 x $12/subscription $ 168 
*	 Dinner for two with the Executive Director (includes 
private tour of the Center) 
Cost: 
14 x 4 persons x $40/person $2240 
Total cost to development for benefits is $9568. 
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ILLUSTRATION 3
 
PROJECTED EXPENSES/ANNUAL FUND DRIVE
 
1.	 15,000 Prospects 
A.	 Design/Copy/Typesetting $2500 
B.	 Direct Mail Piece * 
1. Outer Envelope	 $250 
2. Letter	 270 
3. Brochure	 375 
4. Response Card	 180 
5. Return Envelope	 225 
6.	 List 500 
7.	 Mail House 300 
8.	 Postage (2000@ .085) 1275 
3350 
C.	 Telemarketers (First Call) 
10 Telemarketers x $5/hour x 
20 hrs/week x 12 weeks ** $12,000 
D.	 Telemarketers (Follow-up calls) 
Assume 30% of 15,000 :4500 calls 
10 Telemarketers z $5/hour x 
20 hrs/week x 4 weeks 4000 
E.	 Follow-up Mail (Estimate 2000) 
1. Outer Envelope	 30 
2. Pledge letter	 36 
3.	 "Bill"/Response card 24 
4.	 Return Envelope 30 
5.	 Postage (2000@.25) 500 
620 
F.	 Total Expense $22,470 
G.	 Cost per Prospect $1.50 
H.	 Cost per 1000 Prospects $1498 
I.	 Cost per New Member $24.97 
II.	 2000 Members 
A.	 Direct Mail 
Copy/Design/Typesetting $1500 
B.	 1st Notice (2000) 
1. Outer Envelope	 $30 
2. Letter	 36 
3. Renewal notice/Response card 24 
4.	 Reply Envelope 15 
5.	 Mail House 50 
6.	 Postage (2000@ .085) 170 
325 
C.	 2nd Notice (75% of 2000 = 1500) 
l. Outer Envelope $22 
2. Letter 27 
3 • Renewal notice/Response card 18 
4. Reply Envelope 12 
50 
5.	 Mail House 50 
6.	 Postage (1500@ .085) 130 
259 
D.	 3rd Notice (80% 1500 = 1200) 
1. Outer Envelope	 $18 
2 . Letter	 22 
3. Renewal notice/Response card 14 
4.	 Reply Envelope 10 
5.	 Mail House 50 
6.	 Postage (1200@ .085 ) 102 
216 
E.	 Telemarketers (1200 ) 
10 Telemarketers x $5/hour x 
20 hr. week x 1 week 1000 
F.	 Follow-up Mail (500) 
1. Outer Envelope	 7 
2. Pledge letter	 12 
3.	 "Bill"/Response card 6 
4.	 Return Envelope 7 
5.	 Postage (500 @.25) 125 
157 
G. Total Expenses	 $3300 
H. Cost per Member	 $1. 65 
I. Cost per 1000 Members	 1650 
J. Cost per renewal	 $3.67 
III.	 Additional Expenses 
A.	 Acknowledgment Mailers (2000) 
1. Outer Envelope	 30 
2. Thank-you Letter	 36 
3. Interest Survey	 24 
4. Membership Card	 30 
5.	 List of Benefits 30 
6.	 Reply Envelope 30 
7.	 Postage (2000 @ .25) 500 
1180 
B.	 Processing Cost 
$2 per name 4000 
C.	 Return Postage (2000 @ .30) 600 
D.	 Premiums 9568 
E.	 Total Expenses $15,348 
NOTES: 
General overhead is ignored in the above figures. 
* The figures used for each direct mail piece are 
based on Package Cost Parameters as projected in Daniel Lynn 
Conrad, Successful Fundraising Techniques, (Public 
Management Institute, 1977), p. 92. 
** statistics project that on average a person can 
complete seven calls per hour. Mark Arnold, "Telephone 
Campaigns, quoted in Joseph V. Melillo, ed., Market the 
Arts, (New York: FedApt, 1983), p. 184. 
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Corporate Program 
The intern suggests maintaining the Corporate 
Roundtable program as is with a few minor changes in the 
promotion material and a more take charge attitude from the 
Board. It is her understanding that this is already 
happening as the 1989-1990 corporate campaign chairman has 
assigned two of his employees to oversee the Corporate 
Roundtable campaign. 
In addition, she recommends adopting a more inclusive 
business/corporate friends program to help fill the void 
between the Center's base of support from the individual 
donors and the larger gifts from the corporations. By 
offering this more inclusive program, the Center would be 
able to secure financial funding that is currently falling 
through the cracks. She also recommends keeping in-kind 
donors separate and distinct from the paid donors, thus 
eliminating controversy and questions of actual value 
versus actual expense. 
Lists 
The development department compiled a list of the 1000 
top businesses in Charlotte in 1988 from a variety of 
sources including the Chamber of Commerce membership roster, 
Standard and Poor's Register of Corporations. Directors and 
Executives and board recommendations. They then selected 
the top 100 as prospects for the Corporate Roundtable and 
submitted them to the committee. Few of the 100 
corporations were ever contacted. Therefore, the intern 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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recommends updating and possibly increasing the list to 1250 
names, withthe top 100 becoming sOlicitation prospects for 
the Corporate Roundtable program. The remaining names would 
be used in the new corporate/business friends program. 
Based on a 5% return from the list, Table 9 presents 
projected membership and income from the corporate/business 
friends program inclusive of the Roundtable. The actual 
campaign would be a combination of direct mail sOlicitation 
and follow-up telemarketing calls. Projected expenses are 
represented in Illustration 5. 
TABLE 9 
PROJECTED CORP/BUS MEMBERS & INCOME 
1988-1989 Projected 1989-1990 
Business Business 
Level Members Income Members I Income 
$150 
$200 
$250 
$500 
$1000 
$2500 
$5000 
6 
2 
5 
5 
5 
11 
900 
500 
2500 
5000 
12,500 
55,000 
16 
10 
10 
10 
20 
3200 
5000 
10,000 
25,000 
100,000 
Total 34 I 76,400 66 I 143,200 
NOTE: 
The numbers indicated for 1988-1989 were collected from 
the Annual Fund Drive representing the business members 
already actively involve in the Center. Since this would be 
a new program, the intern randomly choose to double this 
number for the first Corporate/Business program. 
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solicitation Materials 
Corporate Roundtable 
In keeping with the same basic format as used in the 
past program, Illustration 4 indicates a possible graduated 
page breakdown. starting on the first page, it is important 
to give the vitals of the Center and the economic impact it 
has had on the revitalization of the uptown area. The 
second page might address the overall performing arts, 
visual arts, and education and outreach programs of the 
Center rather than listing each individual project as a 
"Sponsorship Opportunity," the sponsorship opportunities 
might be better served as a simple typed listing included in 
the folder that can be updated as needed and not so quickly 
outdate the overall Corporate Roundtable package. 
Corporations generally want to know who has been 
involved with the Center, i.e. the board of directors and 
the past contributors. Therefore, the next page should 
provide this information, allowing easy access. It might be 
wise to also include a page answering a list of standardly 
asked questions with appropriate responses, thus simplifying 
the presentation for the solicitor. Sample questions might 
include the following: How is Spirit Square funded? Why 
should business support the arts? and How much of the 
contribution would go to the program? When you get to the 
bottom line with any corporation, they want to know about 
finances. In addition to including an annual audit in the folder, 
the Center should include an operating bUdget in the actual 
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solicitation pages, and finally include a list of benefits. 
Corporate/Business Friends 
Each of the items described above should be included 
to a lesser extent in a comprehensive, well-designed 
brochure. In addition to the brochure, the direct mail 
solicitation letter should contain an 
invitational/informational letter from the executive 
director explaining the new program and the opportunities 
it represents for both the Center and the business, a 
response pledge card, and a reply envelope. The second mail 
piece would contain the same information but this time the 
letter would serve as a reminder, emphasizing that the 
corporation should not miss out on this opportunity. In the 
P.S., it might be mentioned that a friend of Spirit Square 
will be calling to answer any further questions and accept a 
pledge for their convenience. 
Following the direct mail pieces, the telemarketers 
should call the prospects to answer questions and collect 
additional pledges and comments. 
ILLUSTRATION 4 
FORMAT FOR CORPORATE ROUNDTABLE FOLDER 
1 BENEFITS 
-I OPERATING BUDGET/BALANCE SHEET 
1 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
1 BOARD * CONTRIBUTORS 
1 PERFORMING ARTS * VISUAL ARTS * EDUCATION 
1 SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
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Corporate Benefits 
The following benefits have been devised according to 
current benefits offered at these levels for the individual, 
the Roundtable benefits, and review of benefits offered at 
other arts organizations as listed on page 44. They were 
discussed at some length with the various departments at the 
Center. 
$200-$499 - CORPORATE/BUSINESS MEMBER 
*	 Name listed in annual report and Spirit Square Magazine
*	 Invitations for two people to attend Spirit Square's 
special events 
*	 Advanced notice of Center sponsored performances
*	 One complimentary sUbscription to Spirit Square 
Magazine
*	 One complimentary copy of the Center's Annual Report
*	 10 coupons good for 10% discount of Center classes or 
performances for use of employees 
$500-$999 - CORPORATE/BUSINESS ASSOCIATE 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 Recognition in People Place Lobby
*	 10 additional coupons for employees (20)
*	 Guided gallery tour for employees 
$1000-$2999 - CORPORATE/BUSINESS BENEFACTOR 
All of the above plus .... 
*	 10% of gift to be applied to rental discount (space 
available basis)
*	 10 additional coupons for employees (30)
*	 5 complimentary sUbscriptions to Spirit Square Maaazine 
*	 5 complimentary copies of the Center's Annual Report 
$2500-$4999 - CORPORATE/BUSINESS SUSTAINER 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 10 complimentary tickets to a Center sponsored 
performance (seat available basis) 
Cost: 
75% (10 tickets x $18 x 10 Bus.) $1350 
*	 10 additional coupons for employees (40)
*	 Dinner for two and a behind-the -scenes tour of the 
facilities with the Executive Director 
Cost: 
10 x 4 persons x $40/person $1600 
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$5000 and above - CORPORATE ROUNDTABLE 
All of the above plus ... 
*	 Invitation to Annual Roundtable Dinner 
Cost:
 
Invitations 75
 
Postage 25
 
Decorations 100
 
Dinner
 
($25/person	 x 60) 1500 
$1700 
* 10% discount on classes and	 workshops for employees
*	 Total of 25 complimentary tickets to Center sponsored 
performances (additional tickets may be purchased at 
the group discount if for the same performance) 
Cost: 
75%(25 tickets x $18 x 20 Corp.) $6750 
*	 Sponsorship of a Spirit Square program including a 
press release featuring company name, use of logo and/or 
name in all publicity for program, and name on marquee
*	 Use of a room to host a pre- or post-performance 
reception for sponsored program
*	 Corporate Collector's gift 
Cost: 
$100 x 20 corporations $2000 
Total cost to development for benefits is $13,400. 
Acknowledgment 
As in the Annual Fund Drive program, the development 
department is responsible for the timely acknowledgment of 
donations. Procedures should be	 established equivalent to 
those addressed for the Annual Fund Drive from receipt, to 
thank yous, to distribution of benefits. 
In-Kind Donations 
It is highly recommended that in-kind donors be kept 
separate and distinct from the cash donors. In-kind donors 
should complete the contract recently established by the 
intern. Benefits should be offered on a case by case 
basis but would generally include pUblic relations where 
applicable, such as an in-kind contributor listing in the 
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Center's magazine and recognition on the printed material 
relevant to the program that would benefit from the in-kind 
gift. 
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ILLUSTRATION 5 
PROJECTED EXPENSES/ CORPORATE CAMPAIGN 
I.	 Corporate Roundtable 
A. Folder and 6 Inserts (250)	 $1500 
B. Sponsorship opportunity Inserts	 50 
C. Total Expense	 $1550 
D. Cost per Prospect (100)	 $155 
E. Cost per Member (20)	 $77.50 
II.	 New Corporate/Business Program 
A.	 Design/Copy/Typesetting $1500 
B.	 1st Mailer (1000) 
1.	 Outer Envelope 18 
2.	 Letter 22 
3.	 Brochure 50 
4.	 Pledge Card 14 
5.	 Reply Envelope 10 
6.	 Mail House 50 
6.	 Postage (1000X .085) 85 
249 
C.	 2nd Mailer (1000) 
(same as above) 249 
D.	 Telemarketers (980) 
10 telemarketers x $5/hour x 
20 hr/week x 1 week 1000 
F.	 Follow-up Mail (50) 20 
G.	 Total Expenses $3018 
H.	 Cost per Prospect $3.02 
I.	 Cost per Member $60.18 
III.	 Additional Expenses 
A.	 Acknowledgment/Thank You Letters $50 
B.	 Processing Cost 
$2 per name (70) $140 
C.	 Return Postage (50 @ .30) 15 
D.	 Premiums 13.400 
E.	 Total Expenses 13,650 
IV.	 Cumulative Projected Expenses $18,218 
V.	 Cumulative Expenses/Expected Income* 13% 
NOTES: 
General overhead is ignored in the above figures. 
* Expected income of $143,200 as projected in Table 
9 is used in this computation. 
CHAPTER V.
 
INTERN'S SHORT AND LONG TERM EFFECTS
 
ON SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
 
The intern served during a critical time for SUbmitting 
a number of important grants. She was instrumental in pre­
paring the necessary materials for each and was given the 
responsibility of their timely SUbmittal. She submitted 
grants requesting nearly $200,000, of which she expects the 
Center to be awarded about $55,000. This represents a 
significant sum towards funding the ambitious program 
schedule the Center has planned for its facilities reopening 
season - 1989-1990. 
Beyond being grantswriter, the intern assisted in 
numerous aspects of the development department during a 
leave of absence of one of its key personnel. One important 
aspect included examining the results of the Annual Fund 
Drive and the Corporate Campaign as detailed in this paper. 
She offered fresh, objective opinions about the positives 
and negatives of the program and possibilities for improving 
it. The Center is interested in the suggestions offered in 
the intern's paper as possibilities for incorporation into 
the current program. If the Center implements the intern's 
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proposed Corporate/Business Friends program, the financial 
effects could be far reaching in the coming years as more 
and more funds are needed to provide quality programming at 
an ever escalating cost. 
Already, they have adapted her in-kind donor contract 
form that will help track actual in-kind gifts for the 
benefit of the Center and the business donor in the event 
that questions arise and to assure proper recognition. 
Overall, the experience was mutually beneficial to the 
Center and the intern. Given the opportunity to make 
decisions and voice opinions, the intern was able to apply 
the knowledge and skills she has acquired as a master's 
candidate in arts administration. While interested in her 
ideas, the executive director, deputy director of arts and 
education, and the development director were instrumental in 
offering her directions and suggestions for improvement. 
Although it was an educational experience for the 
intern, it was also an educational opportunity for the 
staff. Many of the staff were interested in what was 
"supposed to happen" in certain situations of an arts 
organization according to what the intern had studied, and 
they often sought her opinions. More commonly, they worked 
beside the intern as a fellow staff member there to help 
make Spirit Square an overall excellent institution worthy 
of its recognition in the arts community. 
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The Charlotte Observer, Wednesday, March 29, 1989, 01,2. 
Spirit Square's Executive Director Is
 
Stirring Up An Artists' Nest
 
By RICHARD MASCHAL
Wben Tom Spnay came to Spirit Square two yean aao 
this mooth. he said his approach u executive director 
would be Yjfit ain't broke, doo't fix it." 
Apparently the 38-year-old Californian thouabt Spirit 
Square lWU brolce. During his 24 mooths, he's left few 
facets of the UplOWD Charlouc arts center unchanged­
from the way tickets are sold, to eerforming arts pre> 
IfaInS, even to the look of the buildina in the midst ofa 
major reoovation. 
Not everyooe in Cbarlouc's arts community is im­
pressed. 
Criti~ofSpnayf~oo~sd~phuUof~ 
Jar music, the creation of series ticket sales that meant 
people couldn'I buy the single ticlceu they wanted, aDd 
the loss ofkey departmenl heads because of whal his ail­
ics in the arts community claim is his Yabrasive" perscm. 
ality. 
He is also faulted for nOl sharina his vision ofSpirit 
Square with the arts community. 
YI feel alienated," said Constance Welsh, artistic direc­
tor of the Tarradiddle Players, a children's theater poup. 
YWhatever is happening (at Spiril Square) could be ~ 
pening in Winston-Salem - they could be sellina halL 
Where the hell is all our (tax) mooey going?" 
With most ofSpirit Square excepl Performance P1Ice 
closed for renovation for more than a year, Spray bu 
made ~s chanses ouuide the spotliiht. 
Spray geu credit, even from the critics of his chanIeI 
and style, for building an audience through aagressive 
telephone sales for a children's theater series. 
He's developed Spirit Square's quarterly m.qaziDe imo 
I source of income and increased givina from oo~ 
lions and individuals from $134,000 in 1987-88 to 
S190,000 in 1988-89, a 40Clb jump. 
He has made chanaes in the $5.6 millioo renovtllioD 10 
ma.ll:e the previously cramped facility I more open ~ 
Spray disputes the description ofhis style aDd beticwI 
DWIy ofhis chan&es are DeCded to esubIish Spirit 
Square's artistic mission IDd wiD it alaqer Indjencoe 
As Spray oompletes his JeCIODd ~ u exec:utiw direl> 
tor, observers qm: Spirit Square IS at I critical point iD 
iu l3-year history: It faces I potential competitor in the 
pcrformina arts center, scheduled to open two blocb 
IOUth on North Tryon Street in 1992, and iu 1arIat ~ 
vatioo ever will be finished this winter, puttina anmtiaa 
on the facility's ptOIra!DS u never before. 
When Spirit Square reopens in January 1990, atteD­
lioo will focus on these questions: What will be onstaF? 
In the plleries? What classes will be offered? 
In years put, Spirit Square officials, despite the fK:iIi­
ty's sucoesses. would say their c.bopped up and indliciall 
space prevented them from doing all they ~ted to. 
That cJaim, Spirit Square officials qree, will DO 10aFr 
do. 
Spnay said he wdoomes the c.ba1leuae: "'That', what I 
came for." 
A sense ofwhere Spray will take Spirit ~uare can be 
pined from his vision for the arts center, his c:IwIps ia 
proarammma and his ma"naement style. 
I 
II 
"He didn't listen,
 
and that stems from a
 
certain amount of
 
arrogance."

-Mark Nichols, former Spirit

Square director of
 
performing arts
 
"I have a point of
 
view about the way
 
the center should be
 
run and what we
 
should be doing. If
 
my agenda is
 
different from yours,
 
does that make me
 
arrogant?"
 
Tom Spray, Spirit SqUq.,e
 
executive director
 
His Vision 
Created out ofthe 1975 CuJtunl A.c:tioD PIa from tile 
former First Baptist Chun:h complex.. Spirit SQuare bas 
always been a set of buildings in search ofI det1mtioa. 
Ylt Iw c:lasses, but it's oot a school; it Iw a pIlery, bat 
it's oot a museum; it bas a stqe, but it's OOt a pcrfor­
m&IICe hall," said a senior member ofCbarlouc', uti 
community who uked not to be identified. 
Spray responded to that lack of definition by wortilll 
on Spirit Square's artistic mission. His visioo bu two 
pam - an arts center that concentntes on how c:m.H:a1 
music, theater, dance and the visual arts inflUCDCC OllIe 
IIIOlher and one that creates and praents IIC'W worb. 
As an example ofhis vision, Spray points to "Anti­
DaDce." a sold-out performance in January by the N..c. 
Dance Theater that combined orilinal c.bonqrapllyad 
ICU desiIoed by MiddletOD McMillan Architects. 
Spray bas reorp.nized the staff in pan to ICI'VC this vi­
1i0D IDd to correct what he saw u poor oommullic:atioa 
See SPDlIT" 3D 
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II
 
Spirit Square
 
Chief Bestirs
 
Artists' Nest
 
Continued From Page 10 
among the performin&, visual ans and education 
depanments. He abolished those depanments and 
combined their functions under a deputy director 
for ans and education. 
Recently hired as deputy director, Joe Jefcoat 
will have some oflhe responsibilities once shared 
by three people. Spray believes that will help focus 
programmin&, for instance. to have classes reflect 
what's presented onstage and in the galleries. 
His vision also calls for Spirit Square to present' 
more original works. "Spirit Square can be a cre­
ative entity and pan of the anistic community in 
addition to just being a building." Spray said. He 
points to "The I 940s Radio Hour" and "A Christ­
mas Carol." successful December productIons. as 
examples. 
Some members of the ans community say they 
feel left out of Spray's vision. They criticize Spray 
for not becoming more familiar wilh Charlotte 
and its anists, ans organizations and needs before 
restructuring the ans center. 
"He hasn't bothered to study the community 
he's working in:' Welsh said. "This is a tricky 
community, and you have to learn it before you 
try to serve iI. .. 
Herb Jackson. a painter and chairman of the an 
depanment at Davidson College. wrOle Spray a 
year ago about changes in the Knight Gallery after 
the depanure of visual ans director Ann Shen­
gold, Jackson was a leader in developinl that con­
temporary aallery in Spirit Square, helping to se­
lect its first director and contributinl money to 
build it. 
Jackson describes Spray's reply as a "two-sen­
tence kiu-ofT." 
"' was hopinS maybe he would take the fact that 
1was involved from the bqinninl to mean that 1 
was somebody to talk to," Jackson said. "But be 
made it clear he didn't care." 
Spray had no specific response to Jackson'. 
comment. He said the cbarge that he bas not .tud­
ied the community was not "terribly valid," ai­
thOUa/! he added that hi. vision for Spirit Square 
is 1arIely bis own. 
Havinl developed a vision, Spray said he'll be­
sin to communicate it. "t.o talk to IOvemJDent 
leaden over a period oftime." 
The test of how well be undentanda the com­
munity, he added, sbould be measured at the boll 
office. Some shows such as ..ArchiDance" sold out 
the 150-seat Performance Place. Others, such as 
the Wall SlRet Dance WorkJ ofAabeviUe, drew 
about 100 people. Tic:ket revenue for 1981-89 i. at 
an all·time hip, S368,891. 
"'fwe were doinl thinp DO one wanted nobody 
would be comin.. but they are," Spray said. 
His Programming 
Soon after arrivinlat Spirit Square, Spray 
chanaed a sua:euful programminJ formula 
evolved by bit predecesson: Pay for more avant­
prde and ellpensive productions in theater a!1d 
dance with the ticket sales from popular mUSIc. 
Performance Place became known as III inti­
mate millie ball for duaicaJ, jazz, folk, country 
and pooaeta. 
Spray de-emphasized such acts, makinl ~!Wi­
cal music, theater and dance the core ofSplnt 
Square's programmins. '" felt it was imponant for 
us to concentrate on the creation ofour anistic 
identity," he said. 
To build an audience for this new prosramminJ 
by JfOUpinl name acts with less-known attrac­
tions, he switcbed from single ticket sales to seU­
ing them according to series. After an outcry from 
ticket buyers, that program was modified to allow 
.in&ie ticket sales earlier in the season. 
Seven of the 16 people interviewed for this 
Slory, both in an~ out of.Spirit Squa~, say Sp~y's 
cutting nonclassIcal musIc programming IS a mIS­
take. This music suits Spirit Square better than 
some dance and theater, they say, pven its poor 
backltaae facilities. Plus, they believe, pop millie 
makes money and serves a devoted audience. 
They point to the success of independent pro­
moter Jerry Klein. owner of New World Recorda, 
who's programmed sold-out acts such as Lady­
smitb Black Mambazo at Spirit Square. "I laW the 
market was there," Klein said. 
Spray said he will finance new productions and 
pay for theater a~d dance perfo~ances~hro.u&b 
ticket sales, and, ,fnecessary. With contnbuuons 
from corporations. Former director Jo~n Goyett~ 
tried that. according to former performing arts di­
rector Mark Nichols, and it only worked for a year 
or two before contributions dried up. 
"Klein is reaching a market that wants to hear 
new anists. blues anists, jazz anists," said Cyn~ee 
Patterson, a Spirit Square board member and CIty 
council member. '" think (Spirit Square) is miss­
ing the bet. 'think tltey need to rethink that." 
Said board President Wes Sturgis, "We're going 
to boost (popular'music) back up." 
Sources close to Spirit Square say popular mu­
sic must have an increasingly imponant role ~t 
Spirit Square liven the advent of t~e perfo~lnl 
ans cenler. Popular musIc. they ~Id, can gave 
Spirit Square a niche in a competitive market. 
With a 2 ()()().seat auditorium and state-of-the­
an backstage space. the performing ans cet:lter 
scheduled to open in 1992 could be a formidable 
competitor, 
While a sense of Ihe performing ans center's 
programming direction awaits the hiring ofa di­
rector this year, it is expected to be similar to 
Spray's emphasis - classical music, dance and 
theater. 
"(Spray'sHob is going to let barder beca~ the 
biaer, Sellier things will play" at the perfOnDlDl 
arts center, said one aperienced observer of the 
ana scene. 
Spray said with Pf'OlJ'UlUDinl unknown at the
 
performinl arts center, ii's too early to worry
 
about competition.
 
'" would hope (the performing arts center)
 
would be a resource for Spirit Square," Spray
 
added, saying Spirit Square intends to produce
 
sbows at the performinl arts center.
 
Some observers believe sucb a move, rather 
than helpinl Spirit Sq~ ~I;U~ advertise .ill 
lIhoncominp In techDlcal facilIties and aeatilll ca· 
pacity. 
Spray'. changes in visual ~ PJ'OIl'I11IIIill;l arc 
as far-reaehinl as bis chanaes m the perfOl'llUDl 
arts. 
Spray said he wants pain~inland ~ptureell­
bibitions to be more accessible, both In content 
and presentation. He wants more variety than the 
kind of on-the-edae contemporary an Shenlold 
broupi to the Kniaht Gallery. 
Spray said he and deputy .director Jef~at, both 
with a primary backgrou~d In t~eater! will help 
pfOll1lltl visual arts, possibly WIth a VlIuaI arts as­
sistant. . 
Some members of the vi.uaI ana community 
will be watchinJ sucb cbanges closely, especially 
since Spirit Square's request last year for an ex­
emption from the I" for public an Pf'OlR1D.made 
them question Spray's commitment iO the viIual 
ana. The request was later rescinded. 
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His Management Style 
OfSpirit Square's four directors, Spray, judaing 
by comments inside and outside the uti center, 
gets the most criticism for his controvenial man· 
agement style. 
People who worked with him described him as 
~arropnt." ~abrasive" and ~difficuJt to work 
with." He doesn't like to be disagreed with. His I'l)o 
sponse when that happens, sources say, is to tell a 
staffer, "You're burning rubber, and you know 
what happens to a tire burning rubber. It blows 
out." 
Critics say Spray does not share infonnation. 
Some staff members did not learn about the deci­
sion to seek ;an eltemption from the l'lb for public 
an prognun until they read about it in The Char­
10lle Observer. 
Spray is said at times to be overly concerned 
with his image. At a staff meeting after the visual 
ans community had begun to protest the eltemp­
tion request, Spray's main reaction, according to 
some present, was that his picture in The Char· 
10lle Observer was unflattering, showing him in a 
spons shin without a n«ktie. 
Those who criticize Spray as difficult to work 
with point to staff turnover since his arrival. Dur­
ing Spray's two years, four of eight depanment 
heads have left: Mark Nichols, head of the per­
fonning ans depanment; Ann Shengold. visual 
ans dir«tor; Bob Nulf, development director; and 
Terry Miller, education director, who was fired. 
"He's arrogant and self-centered," said Nicholl, 
who now works for Universal Studios in Orlando, 
Aa. "He didn't listen, and that sterns from a cer­
tain amount of arrogance." 
Asked about the descriptions of his personality, 
Spray said, "I wouldn't describe myself that way. I 
have a point of view about the way the center 
should be run and what we should be doing. If my 
alenda is different from yours. does that make me 
arropnt7" 
Spray said turnover results naturally from a 
chanle in management. 
Sturgis, the board president, attributed turn­
over in pan to the differences in style between 
Spray and his predecessor, Boris Sellers. 
Sturgis said Sellen pthered the staff for deci­
sions, seeking ideas and advice. Spray's style, he 
said, is more direct, saying in effect: "I'm the final 
authority. We don't take this to a committee." 
After citing the accomplishments ofSpray's pl'l)o 
dec:esaon, Sturgis said, '"Tom's going to be the 
professional manaaer who is Joing to take what 
they have done and build on It." 
II
 
"Spirit Square can be a creative entity and 
part of the artistic community in addition tojust being a buildmg." 
Tom Spray 
II
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHlS 
SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR 11iE ARTS, INC. 
BAlANCE SHEETS, June 30. 1988 and 1967 
ASSET:;: 
933,406~~-=~~:::J~":'~~(';"~~~~bl~~~'ci'$10,roJ~ 744,965'1988'~ i987::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
Due from operating fund .
 
Accounts lI'CCivablc, other .........................................................•................... 8ll~H
 
Prepaid Expenses . 87
 
Propcrry and equipment
 
Land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 25.CXXJ
 
Leasehold improw:menu.................. . . . 1.123.742
 
Equipment, furniture and fixtun:s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . • . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 338,291
 
~;:~7qq:q::qq:::q:qqql 
UABn.IT1ES: 
Accounts payable and accrued cxpcnscs $ 38.119 
Dcfcm:d m/lmue 1,864.762 
-r8rAL°m~· :~ ~ :::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ :::::::::::::::: ZJ~~1:~j~ 
FUND BAlANCES: 
Designated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,CXXJ 
Undcsignatcd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,886 
~~~&~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$tm:W 
SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR 11iE ARTS, INC. 
STATEMEN1S OF SUPPORT. REVENUES AND EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BAlANCES 
_...,...._-,-.,.......,...- ---..lu:::n.:::e.;:.3Ot~h----........._,n"'I'......."_T"--

Opemting FUnd Pant FUnd ~talA1lFu~198B ~ [988 [987 [988 1987 
SUPPOIIT AND REVENUES: 
Earned income
 
Ticket sales S 351.632 $ 319,866 $ $ $ 351,632 $ 319,866
 
Inc=t income . 21,173 22,872 16,143 11,638 37,316 34,510
 
Advertising .................................•..... 89,864 71.685 89.864 71,685
 
Rents:
 
I'rogr.un .. 150,376 165,547 150,376 165,547 
Resident ~ni%ations . 147,380 190,362 147,380 190,362
 
Tuition and fees .........................•.......•.. 47.813 79,350 47,813 79,350
 
Parking ..........................•............... 41,853 45,721 41,853 45,721
 
Other . 31,746 31,746 56,464

881,837 9~~ 16,143 11,638 897,980 963,505
-== Contributcd incane
 
Annual fund drive . 134.824 128,750 6.996 42,661 141,820 171,411
 
Grants:
 
Mccklenbulll Couney . m.soo 630,060 m.soo 630,060
 
Natio~ Endowment for the Arts . 12,CXXJ 15,CXXJ 12,CXXJ 15.CXXJ
 
North CaroUna Am Council . 43,102 51.625 43,102 51.625
 
Am and Scien:c Council . 238.soo 23Z,CXXJ 238,500 m.CXXJ
 
lnsriruce of Museum Scrvicc:s . 17,400 17,400
 
Other . 1,688 1,200 7,121 5,350 8,909 6,550
 
Special events . 17,197 47.717
 
I,Z07.Z11 48,011 1,154,363
17:197 
r.•~1DTAL SUPPORT REVENUES . z,0890048 M3M 59,649 g1U~ z,117,868 
EXPENSES: 
Program services . 1,215,325 1.113.611 1,215,325 1,113,611•
Supporting services:
 
Adminimation and physical plant . 751,500 805,295 45,349 35,377 796,849 840,672
 
Dqm:ciacon . 91,591 125,200 91.597 125,200
 
Fund-raising . 118,126 118.448 18,264 118.226 136,712
 
Nedoss on property dispoWs . 367,911
 
1DTAL EXPENSES . Z,085,051 ~:m 178.841 2,589~ 2,216j95

Excess (deficiency) of5Upport and m/lmUO O'm' cxpcnscs . 3,997 ( 474.497) 119,192) ( 470) ( 98 27)

Capical additions, capital campaign contributions .
 
Total in=uc (dcaeasc) in capital .. 3,997 W;B65 bey:§?! ( . 1I9,19Z) b~~ ( 98JZ7)
•

Fund balances at ~nll of V-- .. 147,389 163,716 1,568.971 1.650,971 1.716,360 1.814,687 
Add (deduct) rransfcn $ 57:500) 37192 
FUND BALANCE AT END OF YEAR . 93886 ~) $I,8~:Ni $1,568:971 $I,95Z,I68 $1,716;360 ..­
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DOF DIRECTORS, 1987-88
 
Wesley Sturges, President 
Velva Woollen, Past President 
Charles Daul, Vice President 
Ray Farris, Vice President 
Charles Mikell, Vice President 
Fred SteWart, Vice President 
Vivian Williams, Secretary 
Don Carmichael, Treasurer 
Carole Brake 
Mary Anna Bryan 
Robert Dalton 
Lawrence Davidson 
Carla Dupuy 
Ken Forester 
Jean Hodges 
Susan Marrash-Minnerly 
Winton Poole 
Craig Redwine 
Benjamin Richter 
Roberto Suarez 
Cullie Tarleton 
Sally Van Allen 
Richard Vinroot 
Richard Wagoner 
Stephen Walsh 
Judd York 
1"aking Stock" by contem­TSQUARE STAFF porary artist Hans Haacke. 
Tom Spray, Executive Director 
Jean Gialenios, Deputy Director for 
Administration 
Butch Rosen, Deputy Direaor for Special 
Projeas and Property Management 
ADMINISTRATION 
Ingrid Colwell, Asst. to the Executive 
Direaor 
Sharon Masters, Receptionist 
Shirley Sutton, Operations Secretary 
DEVELDPMENT 
Stephanie Travis, Development Director 
Alison Rose, Assistant Development 
Director 
Donna Elliott, Campaign Assistant 
MARKETING AND PUBUC 
RELATIONS 
Susan Hewitt, Marketing and Public 
Relations Direaor 
Leslie Shinn, Marketing and Public 
Relations Assistant 
Jeannie Caudle, Sales Manager 
Dottie Johnston, Box Office Manager 
Laurie Hasty, Box Office Assistant 
FINANCE 
Eva Sagovac, Finance Director 
Faye Cauthen, Finance Assistant 
PLANT 
Eugene Kearse, Maintenance Supervisor 
James Curry, Assistant Maintenance 
Supervisor 
Roger Locklear, Maintenance Assistant 
Bea Cunningham, Custodian 
Andy BergeI\ Security Direewr 
EDUCATION 
April Carder, Assistant Education Director 
Sali Gill-Johnson, Interim Education 
Assistant 
VISUAL ARTS 
Fran Kaplan, Assistant Visual Arts Director 
Paul Sires, Director, ClayWorks 
Richard Mayberry, Director, Print Studio 
Josh Green, Studio Manager, Clay Works 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Mark A. Nichols, Performing Arts Director 
Jim Summers, House Manager 
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CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
February 6. 1989 
Theatre Program. Room 608 
National Endowment for the Arts 
Nancy Hanks Center 
110 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20506 
Dear Sir: 
Enclosed is a grant request for Professional Theatre Presenters. 
We have communicated via phone ~ith each theatre company mentioned and 
are currently awaiting confirmation letters. As soon as we receive our 
copies. we will forward copies to your department in mass. 
Thanks for, your patience in this matter. 
Sincerely. 
c&:!::erV 
Development Department 
1,.. 
72: 
CMB No. J 135-0055 Expires 12131/89 
Theater Organization Grant Application Form NEA-3 (Rev.) 
Fiscal Year 1989 
Appllcallons must be submined In triplicate and mailed 10: Information Management Dlvlslon/TH, 
8th floor, National Endowment for lhe Arts, Nancy Hanks Ccnler, 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20506 I 
III. Period of support requested: 
Is requested: 
I. Applicant Organization (name, address, zip) II. Category under which support 
Spirit Square Center Professional Starting 9 1 90 
for the Arts Theatre Presenters month day year
110 East Seventh Street 5 31 91 
Charlotte, NC 28~1l2 
Ending 
month day year 
IV. Summary of project activity (Complete in space provided. 00 NOT reduce copy or continue on additional pages.) 
Spiri t Square Center for the Ar ts will present five tour ingproductions by The Alabama Shakespeare Company, The MissouriRepertory Theatre, The Asolo State Theatre, and The Acting Companyplus Brian Bedford's one man show, "The Lunatic, the Lover and ThePoet" as part of the adult theatre series. In theinterdisciplinary children's series on the main stage, Spir itSquare will present three works by tour ing companies i nclud ing
Theatreworks/USA and The Alliance Children's Theatre. In addition to its presenting activi ty, the Center will produce three 
contemporary works as part of our its Playwork s Series in its
smaller theatre. Spirit Square will also produce an adaptation of
"A Christmas Carol, " "The 1940's Radio Hour" and a new American
work (presently undetermined) as part of its adult theatre series. 
v. Estlmaled number of persons expecled 10 benefit from this activity. 1(1 ';00 
VI. Summary of eltlmated costs (recapitulation of budgellteml In Section IX) 
A. DIrect COltl' Tot~&0"~8factivity 
Salaries and wages $ , 
Frlng~beneflt. $ 1. 860 
Supplies and material. $ 12 .600 
Travel jncluded jn Artjstic Fee $ 
Permanent equlpmenl AOAQ $ -­
F"s and other $118 550
 
Total direct cosls $
 
B. Indirect cosls $
 
Total project costs $157,760
 
$ lS,UUUVII. Totalamounl requesled from Ihe National Endowment for the Artl 
(Total amount requested from NEA as a % 01 lolal propolal cOlli In VI. above - 9.5 0.4) 
VIII. Organization lolal f1lca' activity 2•01f~:if2 ~ealon I~I~ag1'~51988-89 I ..son A. Expon... 1.$ 2. $ 
B. Revenue" granll, & contribution I 1. $ 2,085,051 2. $ 1.898.85'; 
00 not write In thIs epace 
IX. Budget breakdown of summary of estimated costs 
A. Direct costs 
1. Salaries and wages (INCLUDE ARTISTS' COMPENSATION IF PAID ON A SALARY BASIS) 
Tille and/or type 
of personnel 
Number of 
personnel 
Annual or average 
salary range exclusive 
of Incidentals 
'Yo of time 
devoted to this 
project 
r':Hl. rtn.. s JJ~rect:or 1 "'O,UUU L.:>1o 
t'rOductlon Mana~er 1 20.000 257­
M~"tpr Rlp('t-~;~;.,~ -1 III (111(1 ~i 
C:""nrl 1<'no;n",,,,,. 1 III nnn 'lC:"J' 
14'""",,,, 1 lc:'nnn 'lC:"J' 
Amount 
s 
/,UUU 
S .000 
I, c:nn 
I, c:nn 
.., .,,,,, 
2 
Total salaries and wagea 
Add fringe benefits 
Total salaries and wage81ncludlng fringe benefits 
S ?lJ. 7 'iO 
$ I ll,;n 
SL.O,OlU 
2. Supplies and materials (list each major type separately) 
Eauioment Rentals/ Maintenance 
LilZhtinlZ (LamDs/Gel,,1 ",t,. ) 
Staae I Hcm" ... M;'; 
,; p", / 
1(14'4';,.,,,, t:,n~l;~~ .. 
Amount 
S 
1 nnn 
c: nnn 
, nnn 
1 bnn 
.."", 
Total 8upplles and materials S12 600 
3. Travel 
Transportalion of personnel 
No. 01 IIlvelers 
1ncluded in Artist Fee 
from to 
Amouni 
$ 
,.. 
Subsistence 
No. of trlvelers 
~nC1UQeQ 1n Art:~St: ree 
Totaltransportalion of personnel 
No. of days Dally rate 
S 
$ 
Total 8ubslstence 
TolallIavel 
S 
S 
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IX. Budget breakdown of summary 01 esllmated costs (conlinued) 
3 
4. Permanent Equipment Amount 
$ 
_0_00e 0 
Total permanent equipment $ 3 
5. Fees for services and other expenses Including incidental 
expenses for artists (list each Item separately) 
(INCLUDE ARTISTS' COMPENSATION IF PAID ON A FEE BASIS) 
Amount 
S 
Artist Fees lHS, UUU 
~ '~~l c: .. ~~~ 5 000 
ffn'I~~ St:l.ff j, JUU 
T"",::,] 'l'r"n~~"~"~";nn 'uu 
1'r:l.v~l (not in Artist Fee) .1., JUU 
:"nc: (not in Artist Fee) I, JUU 
Caterimt JUU 
o. ... IUU 
Promotioo! Advertisimz!Publicitv HS,':IUU 
1'",1 j')U 
Total fees and other $ 118 550 
B. Indirect costs 
Rate established by anached rate negotiation agreement with 
National Endowment for the Arts or another Federal agency 
Rate % Base $ _ 
X. Contributions, grants, and revenues (for this project) 
A. Contrlbut.lons 
1. Cash 
2.ln·kfnd contributions (list each malor Item) 
~. 
.... 
B. Grants (do not list anticipated grant from the Arts Endowment) 
Total contributions 
Amount 
$-----­
Amount 
s 42,360 
$ _ 
$ 
I 
I 
I 
North Carolina Arts lounCll 
~, Arts Federation 
Arts & Scieoce Council 
I o,uuu 
I 4,UUU 
I 4,UUU 
Total grants $14 .000 
C. Revenues $ 
'l';",!<",t­ S:l.l .. c:: lU,4UU 
Concessions j,UUU 
Total revenues $ 86 400 
Total conlrlbulions, grants, and revenues for thla project $131 760 
=
 
7~ 
XI. Final Reports 
Have you submitted required Final Report packages on all completed Arts Endowment 
grants since (and including) Fiscal Year 1984? 
X 
__Yes 
__ No. If no, please mail Immediately, under separate cover, to Grants Office/Final Reports Section to 
maintain ellgiblity. Do ~ Include with your application package. 
XII. Certification 
We certify that the information In this application, including all attachments 
and supporting materials, is true and correct to the best of our knowledge. 
2/6/89 
4 
2/6/89 
Authorizing oHicial(s) k SJr,

Signature X J.-l.A.i' ~I Date signed 
Name (print or type) Tom "'SOrav 
}Title (print or type) Executive n; " 
Telephone (area code) (704) 372-Clflt)4 
Signature X Date signed
 
Name (print or type)
 
Title (print or type)
 
Telephone (area cOde)
 
.--? 
Prolect director x&/Afur:­Signature Date signed 
Name (print or type) Joe Jefcoat 
Title (print or type) Deputy Director of Arts and Educatjon 
Telephone (area code) (704 ) 372-9664 
'Payee (to whom grant payments will be sent II other than authOrizing official) 
Signature X Date signed
 
Name (print or type)
 
Title (print or type)
 
Telephone (area code)
 
• If payment Is to be made to anyone other than the grantee, It Is understood that 
the grantee Is IInanclally, admlnlstrallvely. and programmatically responsible for 
all aspects of the grant and that all reports must be submitted through the grantee. 
~. 
BE SURE TO DOUBLE CHECK THE "HOW TO APPLY" SECTION UNDER THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY FOR ALL 
MATERIALS TO BE INCLUDED IN YOUR APPLICATION PACKAGE. LATE APPLICATIONS WILL BE REJECTED.IN­
COMPLETE APPLICATIONS ARE UNLIKELY TO BE FUNDED. 
Privllcy Act 
The Privacy Act of 1974 requires us to furnish you wlth the following Information: 
The Endowment Is authorized to solicit the requested Information by Section 5 of 
the Nallonal Foundallon on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as amended. 
The Information Is used for grant processing, statistical research, analysis of 
trends, and for congressional oversight hearings. Failure to provide the requested 
Informallon could result In rejection of your application. 
Gt 
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Assurance of Compliance with National Endowment for the Arts Regulations 
under Title VI of Ihe Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
the Age Discriminalion Act of 1975, and Title IX of Ihe Education Amendments of 1972. 
Spirit Square Center fQr the Arts (hereinaftercalledthe"Applicanl") 
Hereby Agrees that it will cQmply with Tille VI Qf the Civil Rights Act 0/1964 (42 U.S.C. 
2000d et seq.), SectiQn 504 of the RehabilitatiQn Act Qf 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794), the Age 
Discrimination Act Qf 1975 (42 U.S.C. 6101 et seq.). and, where applicable, Tille IX Qf the 
EducatiQn Amendments Qf 1972 (20 U.S.C. 1681 et seq.) as wetl as all regulatiQns QI the 
National Endowment for the Arts issued pursuant to these statutes. Title VI, Section 504, 
and the Age Discrimination Act prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color, national 
origin, handicap, or age in any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. 
Title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in any education program receiVing 
Federal financial assistance. The Applicant Hereby Gives Assurance that it immediately 
will take any measure necessary to comply. 
This assurance shall obligate the Applicant for the period during which the Federal 
financial assistance is extended. There are two exceptions. If any personal property is 
acquired with Endowment assistance, this assurance shall obligate the Applicant lor the 
period during which it retains ownership or possession of that property. If any real property 
or structure is improved with Endowment support, this assurance shall obligate the 
Applicant or any transferee for as long as the property or structure is used for the grant or 
similar purposes. 
This assurance is given in connection with any and all financial assistance from the 
Endowment alter the date this form is signed. This includes payments atter such date lor 
financial assistance approved before such date. The Applicant recognizes and agrees that 
any such assistance will be extended in reliance on the representations and agreements 
made in this assurance, and the United States shall have the right to seek judicial 
enlorcement of this assurance. This assurance is binding on the Applicant, its successors, 
transferees, and assignees, and on the authorized official whose signature appears below 
(or individual applicant, as appropriate). 
Applicant 
J.­
.... Spirit Square Center for the Arts 
Applicant's mailing address 
110 East Seventh Street 
February 6, 1989 
Dated 
>
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THEATRE at SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER POR THE ARTS 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts is an inter-disciplinary arts 
center offering a variety of arts opportunities to all popUlation 
segments of the Metrolina region through classes, performances and 
visual arts activities. Having hosted many popular presentations 
in the past, the Center is currently shifting the emphasis to fine 
arts programming. 
In 86-87, Spirit Square, produced two mini-seasons. Fall 1986 
brought North Carolina Shakespeare Festival, a professional 
affiliate of North Carolina School of the Arts, to the stage twice 
in "Love's Labor Lost" and "A Christmas Carol." The Tarradiddle 
Players of Charlotte introduced theatre to children in "Just So 
Stories" and the touring Duck's Breath Mystery Theatre entertained 
a receptive audience. 
The Spring 1987 season introduced John Maxwell in "Oh, Mr. 
Faulkner, Do You Nr ite?" The Acting Company produced "Much Ado 
About Nothing" and the Second City Touring Company brought down the 
house in 1 augh ter. The Ta rrad iddle Playe rs r etur ned to per fo rm 
"The New Kid" for children of all ages. 
A 9-month Season was introduced in 87-88 with an expanded theatre 
program and more children's events. The North Carolina Shakespeare 
Thea tre a nd the Ta r rad iddle Playe r s made retur n engag emen ts. 
"Between Two Worlds: The Dybbuk" performed by the National Theatre 
of the Deaf enhanced the celebration of a newly installed infra­
red loop, an a id to the hear ing impair ed. The Acting Company 
performed "Five by Tenn" and "Kabuki MacBeth." William Window 
entertained audiences in "Thurber II" and Roger Durrett, licensed 
by the Mark Twain Foundation, performed an Evening with Mark Twain. 
This year, 88-89, Season subscriptions were offered for specific 
arts disciplines like theatre rather than as combination arts 
packages. The theatre series consists of performances by the 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival, the Asolo State theatre, the Acting 
Company, the Cotton Patch Gospel and Ray Stricklyn in "Confession's 
of a Nightingale." Also new is a sunday matinee children's series 
i nvolvi ng the Ch ild ren I s Theatre of Charlot te, the Gr ey Seal 
Puppets, the Tarradiddle Players and the Acting Company. 
Next year promises to be even more exci ting as performances 
continue in NCNB Performance Place, a 772- seat theatre, and begin 
in a new multi-purpose 225 seat Duke Power Theatre, part of Spirit 
ISquare Center fo r the Ar ts cur rent r enova tion scheduled for 
completion in 1989. 
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Arts in Education Organization Grant Application Form NEA-3 (Rev.) 
Special Projects 
Applications must be submilled in triplicate and mailed with other required materials to:Fiscal Year 1989 Arts In Education (Special Projects). Room 602, National Endowment lor the Arts. Nancy 
I. Applicant Organization 
(Name, address, zip) 
Spirit Square Center 
liD East Seventh Street 
Charlotte, ~.C 28202 
IV. Summary 01 project description 
Hanks Center, 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20506 
III. Period 01 support requested: 
support Is requested: 
Starting 10/ 1 /89 
II. Sub·calegory under which 
for the Arts [] Advocacy month day year 
[] Curriculum development 
[] Education policy development EndIng 6 / 30 /90 
[] Instructional methodology month day year 
[] Program evaluation Project 
[] Research DlrectorJoe JefcoatgResource development 
StaN development Telephone: 704 - 372-9664 
[] Student achievement 
assessment and testing 
, .Spiri t Square Center for the Arts is p_annlng a seminar series foJ 
teachers in the 12-county Metrolina region as part of its Education an~ 
Outreach Program. The initial seminars will deal with current ar 
history, terminology, and issues. The latter seminars will offer method 
and techniques to incorporate contemporary art into education. The four 
2-day seminars are outlined briefly below: 
U "Approaching Contemporary Art" led by Shaw Sm i th, Professor of Ar t 
at Davidson College, will give teachers a concise qase for understandinc 
contemporary ar t. They will develop an acti'.le .·contemporary art: 
vocabulary, learn methods of evaluating/critiquing contemporary art anc 
discuss current issues in the visual arts. 
42 The "Contemporary Artists" seminar will gi~e an upda te on the Ne" 
York art scene, the regional and local art scenes and local public art. 
1t3 "Contemporary Approaches to Art Education", led by Dr.Bett~ 
Edwards, ~.,i 11 teach participants the basic principles of drawing an< 
seeing as described in her book, Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. 
lt4 "Interdisciplinary Approaches to Art Education", conducted by 
Carol Jones and Barbara Archer of the Alliance Theatre School and thE 
High Mu seum of Art, will offer methods to incorporate the arts into the 
classroom as adapted from "Drama in the Art Mu seum. .. 
V. Estimated number 01 persons expected to benellllrom this project ........................................ 6250
 
VI.	 Summary 01 estimated costs (recapitulation 01 budget Items In Section IX.) Total costs 01 project 
(rounded to nearest ten dollars) 
A. DIrect costs 
Salaries and wages S 8,290 
Fringe benellls 1. 202 
Supplies and materials " 000 
Travel 4.410 
-Permanent equipment 
Fees and other 20,400 
Total direct costs S 35.302 
B. Indirect costs 
Total project costs 
S 
S 35,302 
VII. Total amount requested Irom the National Endowment lor the Arts ••.•••.•...•....•...•...........• S 5,OQO
 
S 5,000NOTE: Amount requested Irom AlE Program (VII.): 
PLUS Total contributions, grants, and revenues (X., page 3): + 30,302 
MUST EaUAL Total proJect costs (VI. above): = 35,302 
VIII. Organization totailiscal activity Actual most recentllscal period Estimated lor currentliscal period 
2,089,048	 1,898,855A. Expenses S	 s 
B. Revenues, grants, and contributions S 2.089,048	 s 1,898,855 
2 
IX. BUdget breakdown of summary of estimated costs 
A. Direct costs 
1. Salaries and wages 
Title and/or type 
01 personnel 
Number 01 
personnel 
Annual or average 
salary range 
~~ of time 
devoted 10 this 
project 
Education Coor. 
Arlministr;ttivp 
Market. Director 
Ass'st ~.j;t rk nir 
Assist 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Total salaries and wages 
Add fringe benefits 
Total salaries and wages including fringe benefits 
2. Supplies and materials (list each major type separately) 
Paper Supplies and Materials 
Books 
Audio/Visual Enuinmpnt 
20,000 207. 4,OUU 
18 000 207. ] 600 
28 000 1. 57. 420 
lH 000 1 ')7­ no 
Stl.L~U 
S 1 202 
S Q bQ? 
Total supplies and materials 
3. Travel 
Transportation of personnel 
No. of travelers from to 
Z flill:hts from California to Charlotte 
4 Fllll:hts to be determlned to Charlotte 
~ ... ''''T<' 1 
Totaltransportatlon of personnel 
SUbsistence 
No. of travelers No,ofdaya Dally rate 
F. 1 t'\'\I ...""m 
Meals 
Total subsistence 
Total travel 
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Amount 
S 
Amount 
S 
350 
500 
150 
S 1 000 
Amount 
S 
YOU 
1,bUU 
?no 
S Z lao 
S 
Qon 
720 
S 1.710 
$ 4 410 
I
 
,I 
i 
I 
Ii 
I 
J 
I 
:, 
, 
l
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IX. Budget breakdown of summary or estimated costs (continued) 3 
Amount 
4. Permanent equipment S 
, 
I I 
Total permanent equipment S none i 
5. Fees lor services and other expenses (list each item separately) Amount 
S 
teesArtlstlC/lalent 
D~~ .. ~~~ 
Promotion/Brochures 
Teleohone 
Phoro~onip<; 
",t-i"n 
lU,UUU 
"on 
8 000 
?OO 
100 
- Vic!"'D T.ihr::lrv 1 <;nn 
$20,4UUTotal lees and other 
B. Indirect costs 
Rate established by attached rate negotiation agreement with Amount
 
National Endowment for the Arts or another Federal agency
 
Rate '1'. BaseS $
 
-
X. Contributions, grants, and revenues (for this prolect) 
A. Contributions Amount 
5521. Cash S 
2. In-kind contributions (list each major item)
 
(Note: Items listed here must also appear In Section IX., Budget Breakdown.)
 
I I 
Total contributions S I 
B. Grants (do not list anticipated grant from the Arts Endowment) 
I North Carollna Arts Councll I 5.000
 
I Arts and Science Council of Charlotte/Mecklenburg I 1.000
 
I I
 
Total grants $ 6 000 
C.Revenues 
Workshop Packa~e l"ee :>U ~ $350 17 500 
."0 J;'pp ')0 ra tl?<; '" -,C;f1 
$71 7<;nTotal revenues $30 102Total contributions, grants, and revenues tor this profect 
I
 
I 
I 
I
 
I 
I 
I 
.! 
J 
>z 
I 
XI.	 Final Reports 81. 
Have you submitted required Final Report packages on all compleled Arts in Endowment 
grants since (and including) Fiscal Year 19847 
_X_Yes 
__ No. If no, please mail immediately, under separate cover, to Grants OHice/Final Reports Section 
to maintain eligiblity. Do not include with your application package. , 
XII.	 Certification 
We certify that the information contained in this application, including all attach­
ments and supporting materials, Is true and correct to the best of our knowledge.
 
Authorizing oHlcial(s) ~, ~'~ 
. !\ ~ 
X	 '\ \' \J~ "S 0 j ~ iSignature Date signed
 
Name (print or type)
 'Tom S-orav X 
Title (print or type) Executive DirE\rtor IJ 0
Telephone (area code) 704- ]72-9664 II
 \ 
Signature X Date signed
 
Name (print or type)
 
Title (print or type)
 
Telephone (area code)
 
Project director 
Signature X ~d1A£d::Date signed
 
Name (print or type) Joe Jefcoat
 
Title (print or type) oefutv Director of Arts and
 
Telephone (area code)
 70	 - 372-9664 
·Payee (to whom grant payments will be sent if other than authorizing oHiclal) 
March 1, 1989 
March 1. 1989 
Education 
.' 
Signature X Date signed	 i 
.
 I'
 Name (print or type) 
TItle (print or type) 
Telephone (area code) 
• If payment Is to be made to anyone other than the grantee, it Is understood that 
the grantee 15 financially, administratively, and programmatically responsible for 
all aspects of the grant and that all reports must be SUbmitted through the grantee. 
II 
BE SURE TO DOUBLE CHECK THE APPLICATION PROCEDURES FOR YOUR	 il 
CATEGORY FOR ALL MATERIALS TO BE INCLUDED IN YOUR APPLICATION 
PACKAGE. 
'. 
Privacy Act 
The Privacy Act of 1974 requires us to furnish you with the following 
Information: 
The Endowment Is authorized to solicit the requested Information by Section 5
 
of the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as
 
amended. The Information Is used for grant processing, statistical research,
 
analysis of trends, and for congressional oversight hearings. Failure to provide
 
the requested Information could result In refection of your application.
 
......
 
82Arts Educators Seminar Series 
How will this project advance the arts as a part of basic education 
K-12? 
The proposc;d project will assist in linking the development of 
morlern art to current issues, with emphasis on contemporary trends 
in the art world and new methods of art education. By updating 
teacher information, school children who often complain that all 
the artists they study are no longer living, \yill become more 
actively interested in art as they relate contemporary art and 
artists to their everyday affairs. 
Specific needs the project addresses. 
Teachers need a means of continuously updating their knowledge of 
contemporary art as it changes in response to new trends and issues 
in the political, social, and envirorunental realms. They also need 
fresh sources of educational methods to expose students to 
contemporary art and spark their own creativity. This project would 
address both these issues offering easy to learn techniques and 
current information. 
Who will Benefit? 
In the long run, the entire Metrolina community will benefit. Most 
immediately, all area arts teachers will be targeted to become part 
of this new learning program. Filled with new:ideas, information, 
and determination, the participants will return to their classrooms 
with renewed interest in the arts eager to impart the information 
to their students in an innovative and active way. The Center 
believes that teacher involvement is the key to quality arts 
education and that this project will help to integrate arts 
education into classroom activites. 
Project Goals. 
As part of the Center's Education and Outreach Program, the major 
purpose of this project is to update arts educators on current 
events in the art world, as well as broaden their knowledge of art 
history and methodology. Realizing that children are one of the 
community's major resources, Spirit Square feels that it is 
important that area students receive correct and current 
information about art and learn about art in an enjoyable manner. 
How will these goals be accomplished. 
The initial seminars will deal with current art history, 
terminology, and issues. The last two seminars will offer methods 
and techniques to incorporate contemporary art into education. 
Each seminar will have a principle focus with supporting lectures 
and activities. The building blocks for the seminars are as 
follows: 
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The first seminar entitled "Approaching Contemporary Art" will be 
based on a lecture by Shaw Smith, Professor of Art at Davidson 
College, NC. Through this workshop teachers will obtain a concise 
base for understanding contemporary art, developing an active 
contemporary arts vocabulary, evaluating and learning methods of 
critiquing contemporary art, and discussing conte~porary art 
issues. 
The second seminar, "Contemporary Artists", will involve a 
collection of slide ShO~lS and panel forums ~vith critics and 
regional/local artists. Attention will be given to current events 
in the New York and Los Angeles art scenes, as well as regional 
and local activities. Also to be addressed in the seminar is the 
issue of public art, currently a topic of prime interest in the 
Metrolina region. 
The third seminar will be dedicated to "Contemporary Approaches to 
Art Education." Based on Dr. Betty Edward's book, Drawing on the 
Right Side of the Brain, this program is conducted by Betty Edwards 
and Affiliates of the Brain Ed Center, California State University, 
Long Beach. In the sessions, participants will learn basic didactic 
principles that improve their own teaching skills, and help 
students to overcome mental blocks against learning perceptual 
skills. 
The final semi nar, "In terdi sc ipl i nary Appr oaches to Ar t Educa tion" , 
will offer a variety of other methods to incorporate art into the 
classroom. The program will be based on an adaptation of "Drama 
in the Art Museum" directed by Carol Jones of the Alliance theatre, 
Atlanta, GA, and Barbara Archer of the High Museum, Atlanta, GA. 
How will this project be developed? 
Based on the major programs of the seminars as described above, 
additional components will be structured in a cohesive manner using 
resources from area colleges and professional arts organizagtions. 
Area art teachers and administrators are consulting with the 
Center's staff in determining the specific content and schedule. 
Specific Budget items of this project for which the Endowment funds 
would be used. 
The requested $5000 would be used to pay artistic/educational 
speakers and for video documentation of the series for the Centers' 
reference library. 
Expected products and deliverables. 
#1 - Program Promotion Piece 
As the main advertising tool, this piece will be sent to all area 
arts teachers as well as school boards and education officials. 
The Promotion Piece will highlight the seminar series giving 
details of programs, guest speakers and cost. 
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*2 - Seminar Notebook 
The notebook will include a schedule for each seminar, handouts 
from the various workshops, tip sheets when appropriate, and a 
"Resource Guide" listing arts materials and resources available in 
the community. 
#3 - Video Package (see below) 
Planned Documentation and Evaluation 
A complete set of video tapes of the actual seminars will serve as 
the primary documentation. The videos will be incorporated into 
The Spirit Square Center for the Arts' Library and made available 
to area teachers ,school boards, arts institutions and other 
interested arts educators at their request. 
The participants will be asked to complete a short and informative 
evaluation form at the end of each seminar. Representatives of the 
Spirit Square staff will also be on hand for the seminars noting 
comments and reactions of the participants. The Center will base 
future programming of this nature on the responses. 
as 
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~76\ 1 Please typ~ the application in standard size type. 00 not type in n'orgins. Submit 
application 3nd all attachments in duplicate. Incomplete applications will not be review~:1 
"	 Applicant Organization The applicant must be a non-profit organization with fe'deral tax-exempt status, If not, II,," 
applicant must find a non-profit fiscal "genl and complete item 11 below, 
Name of Organization Spirit Square Center for the Arts 
JCOnlact Person's Name __o_e_J_e_f_c_o_a_t	 _ 
Deputy Director of Arts & EducationContact Person's Title 
City Charlotte Count'{ Mecklenburg 
Telephone (Day) (~) J 72 - 9664 (Home) i-.zQ~1 ]4] - 0092 
2, Description of 
Applicant Organization 
Include date organized. scope of services. programs, number of paid employees, number of 
people served. priorities and plans, Public schools and other large governmental or communir{ 
agencies should provide a description of their arts program only rather than the entire system. 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts is an inter­
disciplinary arts center offering a variety of 
arts opportunities to all population segments 
of the Metrolina region through classes, 
performances, and visual arts activities. 
Incorporated in 1976, Spirit Square presently 
employs 30 full-time and 12 part-time staff 
members to facilitate its many endeavors. 
3,	 Operating Income of 
Applicant Organization 
Attach budget detail 
Total income of applicant's current funds, which are resources expendable for operating 
purposes. Anach complete income and expense statements or audit for last year. Anach 
complete budgets for present year and proposed next year. Public schools and other large 
governmental or community agencies should anach arts program budget only. 
Last	 year S 2,089,048 Present year S 1,898,855 Next year S ],120,88; 
4,	 Project Description Summary of Project PurposeThe Center will exhibit a rna j or video instal­
lation by Francese Torres entitled "Belchite/South Bronx - A Trans-Cultural &Trans-Histo~: 
Landscape." 
Application Date: 2/28/89 Start Date: 1/2/90 End Date: 6/]0/90 
The project must take place during the time period specified for each deadline. 
See Guidelines for Programs North Carolina Arts Council Section to consider application: Visual Arts
 
. Jean McLaughlin Exhibitions
Council staff contact:	 Grant Program: 
See Glossary for Codes Discipline Code: 05	 Type of ActivitY Code: .:;0.:;6 _ 
Project Type Codes: Group 1: 1 Group 2: 6 _ 
Narrative Provide a brief description of the proposed project in the space provided. Indicate 
r '~: how the project fulfills the evaluation criteria. Summarize any attachments in this space, 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts will exhibit a major video-installation by 
Francesc Torres titled "Belchite/South Bronx - A Trans-Cultural and Trans­
Historical Landscape" a work of aesthetic, sociological and political 
significance. This touring exhibition is a two-part presentation consisting 
of a video installation and a single channel video tape. Organized by 
University Gallery, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, it will be housed 
in the Knight Gallery. 
Francesc Torres videotaped the abandoned village of Belchite, Spain, 
destroyed in 1937 during the Spanish Civil War, and New York's South Bronx, 
an urban battlefield scarred by peacetime destruction. 8y combining visuals 
of the two sites, he addresses the theoretical premise that contemporary 
society differentiates between war and peace only at statistical and 
rhetorical levels. The video unfolds in six channels on twelve 19-inch 
monitors incorporated in highly stylized ruins placed randomly like 
archeological rubble. 
A fUlly illustrated, 128-page'catalogue accompanies the exhibit. 
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., 
volcnlc<:r~ .__.. . ... 
. ~; ~ ()
.:ifll$lS .__ . . ".• 
6. Checklist 
, .. 
:	 r 
Speci~1 
pOpUIJlicl1 ~:c"i' 
G <;er.ercl 
Speci;;1 PerCenlJse c; 
pcpu/;llicl1 sro"lJ totJI par.icipams 
L:	 ~EnL:)II'{ cr 
ps','cr,olcg ica 11',. 
(':'11 impairedC"l
,'J	 AIT.Er:c~,'l :....,CiZ:I~1 : .. .05 
AIGs:<~n i'J~\i''''~ o h~arir.g impaired %0 
;, ",
. fjOA	 Asianl ..: ...... Q '/isually impaired %Q 
Pacific Islar.cE~ P otherwise .05 ~f?26.5 ~~B9 B!ack/r.ct Hispan:c physically impaired 
H Hispanic _.:..'.:..9....:3'---__ ~,H 
_;..7.;:.2'--- %V,I instiwtiona lized %1VI White. not Hispanic 
[other than 
correctional)C child 6 %C 
J	 institutionalized %J
'f s'ecandary school 1.5 %y (correctional)
student 
U college/university 1 %U V veteran	 12.5 %V
student 
_.1- %SS senior citizen	 52F woman	 %F 
Please make surl! the application is complete by following this checklist.
 
In~omplete applications will not be reviewed.
 
Applicant Information complete ~Description of Organization complete ~Applicant income/expense statement or audit for last year and budgets (or 
present year and next year attached (see item 3) 
-X--Summary Statement of Project Purpose complete 
-X--Discipline. Type of Activity and Project Type codes correct 
-X..-Narrative complete on the form (supplemental material may be a\lached bur 
will not be provided to panels and must be summarized in the space 
provided) 
_X__Attachments complete and in duplicate (see guidelines) 
_X__ Budget Summary of Project correct. 
_X__ Project Expenses and Income addition correct and explanatory detail a\lached. 
_X__ Local Arts Council con'a~led: 
Name Keith Bulla Title Assist. Director 
_X__ North Carolina Arts Council section program slafl contacted: 
Name Jean HcLaughlin Title Visual Arts 
X Certification signatures complete 
--x-Duplicate copies of this (orm and all attachments submi\led to North 
Carolina Arts Council 
87' 
,.....,pp.l_ ....... _ .•. __ .......
 
7.	 Budget Summilry of 
Proposed Project 
(cash only) 
Applicant Orgilnizalion Name Spirit Square Center for the Arts 
Grant Prograrn Exhibitions . _ 
Grant ilmOlJnt reClllcslcd from Council $ ---;;1;-;2;;-:-.07;;0..;;0:-­ _ 
Cash n1alch S 22.600 
TOlal cilsh expenses S 34.600 
Provide specific. detailed budget information. Document costs by J1tacl1ing 
estimates or bids where applicable. Refer to the guidelines and do not show ~ranl 
funds being spent on costs that are not allowable. This budget is il summary only 
Jnd detail on line items must be attached in addition. 
a. Expenses Cash = Grant amount + Applicant 
expenses requested cash 
match 
A. Personnel 
~dministrative 690 690 
Artistic 7.150 7,150 
Technicafl 
Production 2 aaa 2.000 
B. Outside Fees and Services 
Artistic 2,500 2.500 
Other exhib. fee 7.000 7.000 
C. 
D. 
Space Rental 
Travel 
2.610 
1. 750 
2,610 
1,750 
E. Marketing 
Printing 
Other docum· 
1.250 
600 
600 
300 
650 
300 
F. Remaining Operating Expenses 
Postage 400 
Telephone 100 
Other 8.550 1.600 
400 
100 
6,950 
G, Capital Expenditures 
Acquisitions 
Other 
H. Total Cash Expenses 
S 34,600 • 12,000 + 22,600 
9, Income 
A. Admissions 
r ... 
B. 
C• 
Contracted Services Revenue 
Other Revenue 
D. Private Support 
corporate support 
foundation support 
other private support 
E. Government Support 
federal 
stlte/regional 
(not including this request) 
local 
F. Applinnt Cash 
G, Grant amount requested 
from the North Carolina Arts 
Council in this application 
H. Total Cash Income 
(must be at least as much as 
Totll Cash Expenses. Item 
8H above) 
Cash Income 
5,000 
10.000 
5,000 
2,600 
12,000 
34,200S 
~~1~j~O;i,':;~~i~j~~~:,:~,
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A P P II Co tl a 11 r a rln 
Spirit Square Centcl' for the ,~.Lts10, Mailing Address	 Name of Applicilill OrUullizulion 
Joe JefcoatConlilct Person'~ r',Jlne 
Deputy Dir-ector of ':n'ts Sc Eclucatio;',Contuct Person's Tille 
110 E, Seve n til S !:,,-l=...'c=e..=t _Muiling Address 
Cila dot te	 Ccunt'! ;'fecklen OUL'gCity 
--'..:N~C Zip Code 2820:..=2:....- _Stale 
704 72 966.4
-"-- !..- D~: cArea Cede, T"l~phone 1.3, 
-"----.:..7:;.0....:.4--!.)--=-]4.:..]:::..--....:O::..:().9:...::...:2=--- Home 
Name and Positicn of Authorizing Official 
(This is the person who is legally able ;0 obligate the applicant) 
Tom Spray, Executive Director 
IRS tax determination letter: X on file attached 
11, Applicant Fiscal Agent This is the non·profit Payee to whom c~ecks should be issued if the Applicant 
organization is not tax-exempt. 
Name of Organization 
Contact Person's Name 
Contact Person's Title 
Mailing Address 
_____________ CountyCity 
____________ Zip Code	 _State 
-'- :....- DateArea Code. Telephone 
-'- :....- Home 
Name and Position of Authorizing Official
 
(This is the person who is legally able to obligate the fiscal agent)
 
IRS tax determination letter: on file ___ attached 
, 2. Certification	 We understand that failure to respond to any of the above items may seriously 
hinder the consideration of this application. We certify that we are committed to 
the comJ11 'on of the proposed project in compliance with legal requirements and 
gran' g procedur e rtify that the information contained in this application, 
in tachm ts an upporting materials. is true and. correct the best of 
e 
Signature of Fiscal Agent Authorizing Official Date 
The applicant should retain a copy of the application for its files and provide a copy 
to its local arts council. Submit applications and supporting material in duplicate to 
the following office: 
Grants Office 
North Carolina Arts Council 
Department of Cultural Resources 
Raleigh. North Carolina 27611 
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PROPOSED BUDGET 
FRANCESC TORRES 
EXPENSES: 
Administrative Personnel 690 
Artistic Personnel 7150 
Technical/Production Personnel 2000 
Technical/Production Supplies 1000 
Outside Artistic Fees: 
Exhibition Fee 7000 
Artist/Lecture 2500 
9500 
Space Rental: 
Gallery Space 2400 
Insurance 210 
Shipping 6000 
8610 
Travel/Accomodations 1750 
Marketing/Promotion: 
Invitations 700 
Education Info. Brochure 250 
Wall Labels 300 
Reception 200 
Documentation (Photo and Video) 500 
2050 
Office Supplies: 
Mail House 100 
Postage 400 
Phone 100 
Photocopies 200 
~1aterials/paper/etc 300 
1100 
Miscellaneous 750 
Total 34600 
Corporate Support 5000 
Private Support 10000 
Local Government Support 5000 
Applicant Cash 2600 
NCAC grant 12000 
Total 34600 
9{) 
="ollh C.,C"lin .. we: eiltlTf"O"mMBIJfrrm WUiif&lli"4.H'MWN R& ., 
~;6 r I Please type the application in stand,uri size type. Do not type in margins. Submit 
applica tion and aI/ IIcrachment s in duplicate. Incomplete applications Ivill not be re"ie w ~c: 
1.	 Applicnnt Orgnnization The applic<Jnt must be <J non-pro Ii! orgunililliol1 wilh fedcrul lilx-eXemp! SlilIUS. Ii ·-,01. th2 
applicant must find a non·profit fiscill ugenl und complete item 11 beIQl·... 
Name of Orgunilution Spirit Square Center for the Arts
 
Contact Person' s Nume _J_o_e_J_e_f_c_o_a_t _
 
Contact Person's Title Deputy Director of Arts & Education 
City Cha r 10 tte Count'/ Heck len bu rg----~7'!70"4-..,,3'7.,2-_n96T6Z-4,--- (Heme) I 704 ) ].'.] _009~ 
Telephone (Day) (_) 
2. Description of 
Applicant Organization 
Include date organiled. scope of services. programs. number of paid employees. number of 
people served. priorities and plans. Public schools and other large governmental or communi~{ 
agencies should provice a descript:on of their arts program only rather than the entire system. 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts is an inter­
disciplinary arts center offering a variety of 
arts opportunities to all population segments 
of the Metrolina region through classes, 
performances, and visual arts activities. 
Incorporated in 1976, Spirit Square presently 
employs 30 full-time and 12 part-time staff 
members to facilitate its many endeavors. 
3. Operating Income of Total income of applicant's current funds, which are resources expendable for operating 
Applicant Organization purposes. Anach complete income and expense statements or audit for last year. Attach 
complete budgets for present rear and proposed next year. Public schools and other large 
governmental or community agencies should anach ans program budget only. 
A ttach budget detail Last year S 2 089,048 Present year S J 898. 8SS Next year S 3. 1Z0. 88 i 
4. Project Description Summary of Project Purpose The Center will initiate a solo artist 
recital series in the new Duke Power Theatre. 
See Guidelines for Programs 
See Glossary for Codes 
Narrative 
Application Date: 2/28/89 Start Date: 1/Z/90 End Date: 6/30/90 
The project must take place during the time period specified for each deadline. 
North Carolina Arts Council Section to consider application: _M=-=u~s,.;;i",:c~~':""-;" _ 
.CounCil staff contact: Peter MacBeth Grant Program: Initiatives 
Discipline Code: OZH Type of Activity Code: ---'0"'5:--­ _ 
Project Type Codes: Group 1: 1 Group 2: 6 
Provide a brief description of the proposed project in the space provided. Indicate 
how the project fulfills the evaluation criteria. Summarize any attachments in chis space. 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts will 
initiate a Recital Series in the 250-seat Duke 
Power Theatre. The series will feature 
classical artists including several young 
North Carolinians. Performers include David 
Fedele, flutist from Charlotte, N.C., wi~ner 
of the 1988 Young Concert Art~sts 
In ternational Aud i tions; Daniel McKe lway r 
clarinetist of Davidson, N.C., recently 
selected for membership in Musicians from 
Marboro; Margaret Poyner of Raleigh, t:t. C• r 
featured voice soloist with LaScala and V~enna 
Staatsoper; and William Kanengiser of Los 
Angeles on classical ,guitar, rec~pient of a 
NEA Arts Solo Recitallst Fellowshlp. 
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5. Participation Estimale Ihe number of people and Ille population groups 10 "Jhich they belong 
Characteristics who will be involved wilh Ihe IHoJecl. Special cOllsideralion s/lOuld be given in 
planning the project 10 the ~ctive involvement of disJbled Jnd minority citizens. 
Several of Illes~ popllialioll WOllp categories l11a',' .1['ply. so select all applicab!e 
codes. 
paid staff (h"I·llrrle personnel) 
(pal-lime I;ersonnel) 
5 
_4_ 
au die r. c~ _,----'60:...°"-"-°.,---_--,-_--,---,---,-__ 
(people cell<;f,ltir,g from Ihe projecl) 
volunteers 25 101Jl p<::rtlcipanls 652 
artists	 18 
Complele s:ctis:rcs ill <;ach section belo,"J 
Special Percentage of Special Percentage of 
population group total panicipants population group total panicipants 
G general 89.5 %G E mentally or %E 
psychologically 
N	 American Ir,dian/ .001 ~I~N impaired 
Alaskan Native D hearing impaired .05 %D
.69A	 Asian/ %A Q visually impaired %Q 
Pacific Islander .05P otherwise	 %P26.5B Black/not Hispanic %8 physically impaired 
.98H Hispanic %H 
W White. not Hispanic %W72	 institutionalized %1 
(other than 
correctional)C child 6 %C 
J institutionalized %Jy	 secondary school 5 %y (correctional)student 1U college/university %U V veteran 12.5 %Vstudent
 
S senior citizen %5 52
1 F woman	 %F 
6.	 Checklist Please make sure the application is complete by following this checklist. 
Incomplete applications will not be reviewed. 
--.X.....-Applicant Information complete 
--'x""'-Description of Organization complete 
--'x""'-Applicant income/expense statement or audit for last year and budgets for 
present year and next year attached (see item 3) 
.......K....-Summary Statement of Project Purpose complete 
.......K....-Discipline. Type of Activity and Project Type codes correct 
.......K....-Narrative complete on the form (supplemental material may be attached but 
will not be provided to panels and must be summarized in the space 
provided) 
.......K....-Attachments complete and in duplicate (see guidelines) 
---x""-Budget Summary of Project correct. 
---x""-Project Expenses and Income addition correct and explanatory detail attached. 
---X....-Local Arts Council contacted: 
Name Keith Bulla Title Assist .. Director 
--X....-North Carolina Arts Council section program staff contacted: 
Name Peter MacBeth Title OJ rector MuS; c/Dance 
----X...-Certification signatures complete 
----x"'-Duplicate copies of this form and all attachments submitted to North 
Carolina Arts Council 
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7. Budget Summary of 
Proposed Project 
(cash only) 
Applic~nt Orgalliz~tion N~me Spirit Square Center for 
Initiatives ----­
Gr~nt Program Gr~nl ~mounl requested from Council S 6,000 
C~sh malcl, S 15,260 
the Arts 
TOlal c~sh expellses S --:.2-=1...:.,_2:..-6:..-0 _ 
Provide specific, delailed budget information. Document costS 0'1 ~I\cch,"g 
eSlimates or bids where applicable. Refer to the guidelines ~r.d co nct sllo\': Griint 
funds being spent on costs that are not allowable. This budget is a summary only 
and detail on line items must be attached in addition. 
8.	 Expenses Cash Grant amount + Applicant 
expenses	 requested cash 
match 
A.	 Personnel
 
Administrative 1.380 1,380
 
Artistic 5.800 5,800
 
Technical/
 
Production 1,680	 1,000 680 
B.	 Outside Fees and Services 
Artistic	 6,000 3,000 3,000 
1,000Other f~9~t~t~s 1, 170	 170 
c.	 Space Rental 2,100 2,100 
D.	 Travel 
E.	 Marketing
 
Printing 1,160 sao 660
 
Other l,7S0 1,250
sao 
F.	 Remaining Operating Expenses
 
Postage 40 40
 
Telephone 100 100
 
Other 80 80
 
G.	 Capital Expenditures
 
Acquisitions
 
Other	 _ ;':-j.:::'.;'~ . . • ',~ >'. 
""',,,'-,,-,,'-..-.. ...;.;.~ .. : ..""':-.,.-,.,-.-.-','-.-'-'-­
H.	 Total Cash Expenses
 
$ 21,260 ~6!..L'.l:L00!:!.!0:!..-_ + 15, 260
 
9. Income 
A. Admissions 
Cash Income 
6,000 
, ',;: 
B. 
C. 
Contracted Services Revenue 
Other Revenue 
D. Private Support 
corporate support 
foundation support 
other private support 
E. Government Support 
federal 1,500 
statelregional 
(not inclUding this request) 
local 
F. 
G. 
Applicant Cash 
Grant amount requested 
7,760 
6,000 
H. 
from the North Carolina Arts 
Council in this application 
Total Cash Income 
(must be at least as much as 
Total Cash Expenses. Item 
8H above) 
$ 21,260 
ApplicCltion Form 
10, Mailing Address Name of Applicilnl OrUill1IlJliol1 Spirit Sgu;n'e Centel' fOl' the Arts 
Conlilct Persol1', f,,,me Joe Jefcoat 
Contact Pelsen's Tille: Deputy Director of ,\rts [( £Juc<1tic:~ 
Mai1il1'l Address -"-l.;oL.;oO--=E=-'-,-=S~ ve n t h,--=S""t""t:..'e=-=e-=t _ 
City Chadotte C8unt'{ ;'!ecklenburg 
____ Zip Coce =2""3-=2-=0..=2'-- _State 
...:...._7_0_:,_-,-p_7_2__9_6_6_,4__ DJ I e:Area Ccce, T~lepi',ore 
( 70:. ) 34J- 00-92 Heme 
Name and Positien of Authorizing Official
 
(This is the pErson I',ho is legally able to obligate Ihe applicant)
 
Ton Spray, Executive Director 
IRS tax determination letter: X on file attached 
11, Applicant Fiscal Agent This is the non-profit Payee to whom c~ecks should be issued if the Applicant 
organization is not tax-exempt. 
Name of Organization 
Contact Person's Name 
Contact Person's Title 
Mailing Address 
_____________ CountyCity 
____________ Zip Code State 
-'-__--!. DateArea Code, Telephone 
...:...__---''-- Home 
Name and Position of Authorizing Official
 
(This is the person who is legally able to obligate the fiscal agent)
 
IRS tax determination letter: on file ___ attached 
1 Z. Certification	 We understand that failure to respond to any of the above items may seriously 
hinder the consideration of this application. We certify that we are committed to 
the c pletion of the proposed project in compliance with legal requirements and 
gr procedure We certify that the information contained in this application, 
. cl ttac e and sUPPOr1ing materials, is true and corre t to the best of 
our n ge. 
Signature of Fiscal Agent Authorizing Official Date 
The applicant should relain a copy of the application for its files and provide a copy 
to its local arts council. Submit applications and supporting material in duplicate to 
the following office: 
Grants Office 
North Carolina Arts Council 
Department of Cultural Resources 
Raleigh. North Carolina 2761 t 
PROPOSED BUDGET
 
Solo Recital Series 
Expenses: 
Administrative Personnel 
Artistic Personnel 
Technical/Production Personnel 
(sound, light, followspots) 
House/Maintenance/Security Staff
 
Box Office (personnel & tickets)
 
Outside Artists Fees
 
Equipment Rental/Supplies
 
Lighting gel/lamps
 
Space Rental/Utilities
 
Insurance
 
Piano tuning (4 @ $50)
 
Music Roya 1 ties (4 @ $30)
 
Marketing/Promotion: 
Brochures 
Newspaper Advertising 
Programs 
Photos 
Public Relations/Entertainment 
Office Supplies: 
Phone 
Photocopies 
Haterials 
Postage 
INCOME: 
Ticket Sales (150 x 4 concerts x $10)
 
NEA Artist Grant
 
Applicant Cash
 
NCAC Grant Requested
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1380
 
5800
 
300
 
400
 
480
 
6000
 
800
 
50
 
1500
 
600
 
200
 
120
 
1000
 
1400
 
160
 
100
 
250
 
100
 
40
 
40
 
40
 
21260
 
6000
 
1500
 
7760
 
6000
 
21260
 
SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS, INC.
 
OPERATING FUND 
INCOME AND EXPENSE STATEMENT 
FISCAL 19139 
BUDGET 
IHC011E: 
340,000 
Cle.ss ?e'2,S 
Tcc::.-~ng ?ee,S 5,000 
St~oiQ ~~cg~2m 2ees 30,200 
.4. d .~. ':: ~ ::. i ,S i il 9 120,000 
RE~'H.'".LS : 
- '?ecforme.nces 20,000 
- Resident Organizations 27,400 
Interest and Other 25,000 
Parking 5,000 
Gift Shop 
Concessions 20,000 
TOTAL EARNED INCOME: 592,600 
Mecklenburg County 780,000 
Arts and Science Council 253,000 
Annual Fund Drive 150,000 
Corporate Sponsors 70,000 
Grants 33,255 
Special Events 20,000 
TOTAL CONTRIBUTED INCOME: 1, 306,255 
TOTAL INCOME: 1,898,855 
EXPENSE: 
Performing Arts 399,975 
Education and Outreach 62,275 
Studio Program 84,190 
Visual Arts 56,865 
TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSE 603,305 
Rent 57,000 
Administration 355,565 
Gift Shop 
Building 378,250 
TOTAL BLDG. & ADMIN. EXPENSE 790,815 
MARKETING: 
- Programs 145,480 
- Box Office 73,760 
- Telemarketing 61,695 
- Magazine 109,000 
DEVELOPMENT 114,800 
TOTAL SUPPORT EXPENSE: 504,735 
TOTAL EXPENSE: 1,898,855 
0:28/2-28-89 
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PREL Hl T~L\~~ Y 
1990 l3UDGET 
480,3CO 
56,750 
10,000 
29,500 
82,500 
60,000 
52,900 
30,000 
30,000 
80,000 
30,000 
941,950 
1,338,937 
335,000 
150,000 
100,000 
65,000 
190,000 
2,178,937 
3,120,887 
611, 525 
153,025 
99,510 
232,500 
1, 096,560 
28,500 
460,650 
59,500 
844,177 
1,392,827 
175,000 
88,500 
100,000 
54,500 
213,500 
631,500 
3,120,887 
--------------
----------------------
• __• _~_·r~ 
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________________________ · 
IN-KIND DONOR CONTRACT
 
DONOR ORGANIZATION __
 
DONOR ADDRESS
 
DONOR PHONE
 
DONOR REPRESENTATIVE ___ 
The donor noted above agrees to provide the following in-kind donation(s): 
(include item(s) and/or services, and quantity) 
at a stated value of $ for:
 
EVENT _
 
DATE _
 
TIME
 
SPIRIT SQUARE Dept. or Affiliation ___
 
Signature of Representative for Donor Organization 
Signature of Spirit Square Representative 
Date 
Original to: Development Department
 
Copies to: Donor Representative, SS Representativ~
 
APPENDIX III 
1.	 Sample Annual Fund Drive Appeal Letter ­
New Prospects................................... 98 
2.	 Sample Appeal Letter - "Renewal" Prospects 100 
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SAMPLE ANNUAL FUND DRIVE APPEAL LETTER
 
NEW PROSPECTS
 
Dear 
I have been looking forward to writing to you about the 
exciting times we are now experiencing at Spirit Square 
Center for the Arts. Chances are that you have known about 
Spirit Square for years, but only need a special reminder 
to move you to becoming a member. 
As a member of Spirit Square, you help bring over eighty 
performances -- the finest in music, drama, and dance to 
NCNB Performance Place each year, from Shakespeare to 
Gershwin. This exciting season also features world 
premieres by The North Carolina Dance Theater and The 
Charlotte City Ballet Company, and original productions by 
Spirit Square of "The 1940's Radio Hour" and "A Christmas 
Carol." 
You present contemporary art exhibitions each year, 
highlighting works by regionally- and nationally-known 
artists. This year, that means five all-new shows! 
As a member of Spirit Square, you make possible fascinating 
classes and workshops for kids and adults in fine arts, 
theater, dance, drawing, painting, clay and fiber. You 
also support our outreach programs, like "Contemporary 
Kids" and "Shakespeare in the Schools." 
Your Spirit Square membership brings many benefits to you 
and your family throughout the year. We have several 
"members only" events planned just for you. You'll receive 
early notice of our performance season AND priority 
purchase privileges. You'll receive our quarterly Spirit 
Square magazine providing a behind-the-scenes look at the 
arts in Charlotte and the region. Your membership insures 
that you'll receive advance notice of all classes and a 
discount on them as well. 
Forty percent of the Center's operations are funded by box 
office sales, rentals, and other earned income. The 
remaining 60% must come from contributions. Only through 
99 
your generosity and with your assistance can we make up the 
difference and provide for a high level of quality 
programming and service to the community. 
As a committee member of this campaign, I've made a 
personal contribution. Won't you join me by taking a few 
minutes now to complete the enclosed application and send 
in your gift today? 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. I will 
be calling you within the next few days to confirm your 
interest in Spirit Square Center for the Arts. 
Sincerely, 
100 
SAMPLE ANNUAL FUND DRIVE APPEAL LETTER 
"RENEWAL" PROSPECTS 
Dear 
You made a most generous contribution of $ last year 
to our annual membership campaign. As a result of your 
support and that of our many other friends, Spirit Square 
Center for the Arts has become one of the most active 
community arts organizations in the Southeast. 
I am asking you to renew your membership for 1988-89 and to 
consider upgrading your membership category. Your gift is 
a tangible investment, which will enable us to carryon a 
great tradition. It is also a personal expression of your 
confidence in Spirit Square Center for the Arts. 
Your Spirit Square membership brings many benefits to you 
and your family throughout the year. We have several 
"members only" events planned just for you. You'll receive 
early notice of our performance season AND priority 
purchase privileges. You'll receive our quarterly Spirit 
Square magazine providing a behind-the-scenes look at the 
arts in Charlotte and the region. Your membership insures 
that you'll receive advance notice of all classes and a 
discount on them as well. 
As a committee member of this campaign, I've made a 
personal contribution. Won't you join me by taking a few 
minutes now to complete the enclosed application and send 
in your gift today? 
Again, thank you for your past support. I will be calling 
you within the next few days to confirm your continued 
commitment to Spirit Square Center for the Arts. 
Sincerely, 
